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ABSTRACT
Electrical and optical measurements have been made on
p-type, single crystal ZnSb, CdSb, and CdxZnl.xSb alloys. For
each crystal axis of orthorhombic ZnSb and CdSb, the refractive
index, optical absorption, electrical conductivity, and Hall
coefficient have been measured. Free carrier absorption has
been identified as the dominant absorption mechanism in the
wavelength range of 7 to 15 _. The high frequency conductivity,
observed as free carrier absorption, and the low frequency
conductivity have been used to uncouple the effective masses
and relaxation times. For ZnSb and CdSb the effective mass
tensor and relaxation time tensor are calculated from the experi-
mental data. An anisotropic relaxation time is observed for
both materials. The optical absorption, electrical conductivity,
and Hall coefficient have been measured for the a and b axes
of eight alloy samples. Free carrier absorption was observed
in the alloys and u_ed wit_ the electrical data to obtain the
effective masses, m a and mb, across the entire alloy composition
range. The relaxation time parameters for the a and b axes
are also obtained across the composition range.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this work is to study the valence band
effective masses and relaxation times in ZnSb, CdSb, and
CdxZnl_xSb. There is no determination of these parameters
in the present literature. The method used to obtain the
effective masses and relaxation times of these orthorhombic
semiconductors is as follows. The low frequency and high
frequency electrical conductivity tensors are measured. The
high frequency electrical conductivity is observed as free
carrier absorption. Then this data and Hall coefficient data
are used to uncouple the relaxation time and effective mass
parameters and to obtain them individually. In this way, the
various anlsotropies in the effective mass and relaxation
time can be observed directly. In the following paragraphs
a review of the literature on ZnSb, CdSb, and CdxZnl.xSb is
given.
1
Ko Almin was the first to determine the crystal structure
of ZnSb and CdSb. Both are orthorhombic and have the space
15
group D2h , in the Schoenflles notation. There are 16 atoms
per unit cell for each material. For ZnSb the unit cell dimen-
sions are a = 6.218 A °, b = 7.741 A °, and c = 8.115 A °. For
CdSb the unit cell dimensions are a = 6.471 A °, b = 8.253 A °,
and c = 8.526 A °.
12
U
The phase diagrams of the Zn-Sb system and the Cd-Sb
system are given by M. Hansen. 2 V. Frei and B. Velicky 3 and
V. Khartsiev 4 have discussed the energy band symmetry in
k-space from group theoretical considerations.
5
have developed a way to grow
Zavetova 6 has studied the
For ZnSb, R. Eisner, et al,
large ZnSb single crystals. M.
absorption edge and determined that ZnSb has an indirect gap
of 0.50 ev. at 300°K. H. Komiya, et al, 7 have studied the
optical absorption and the refractive indices as a function
of wavelength. M. Kot and I. Kretsu 8 have studied the trans-
port properties of ZnSb on oriented single crystal samples
but without identifying the axes. P. Shaver and J. Blair 9
have measured the electrical conductivity, Hall coefficient,
magnetoresistance, thermoelectric power, and thermal conduc-
tivity. They used single crystal samples and identified the
measured axes.
For CdSb, M. Zavetova I0 has determined the refractive
indices at the absorption edge. J. Tauc and A. Abraham II have
studied the reflection spectra for the three independent direc-
tions of polarization and for photon energies above the absorb-
tion edge. For this spectral region they have computed the
real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant. F. Ermanis
and E. Miller 12 have determined that CdSb has an indirect energy
gap of 0.45 ev. at 300°K.
13
P
I. K. Andronik, et al, 13 have studied the transport
properties of CdSb at low temperatures to determine the energy
levels of impurities. L. Stourac 14 has studied the dependence
of the Hall constant of p-type CdSb on magnetic field. V. Frei,
et al_ 5 have studied the magnetoresistance of p-type CdSb.
T. Kawasaki and T. Tanaka 16 have studied the anisotropic elec-
trical conductivity and Hall effect in CdSb. I. Andronik and
M. Kot have studied the transport properties of CdSb. In an
17
early paper, they used single crystal oriented samples but
18
did not identify the axes. In a later paper, they used single
crystal samples and did identify the axes along which measure-
ments were made.
ZnSb and CdSb form a substitutional alloy CdxZnl_xSb over
the entire composition range. K. Toman 19 has determined the
lattice parameters versus composition for the alloy system.
Mo Miks_sk_ et al_ 0 have determined the equilibrium diagram
for the ZnSb-CdSb pseudobinary system. Yu. Keloglu and
A. Fedorko 21 have also determined the diagram of the ZnSb-CdSb
pseudobinary system and done additional thermal and x-ray
analysis. E. Just_ et al_ 2 have measured the transport prop-
erties of polycrystalline samples. Ya. Ugai and E. Averbakh 23
have measured the transport properties of single crystal
samples as a function of temperature. However, they did not
identify the axes along which any of the measurements were made.
14
24
have measured the anisotropic absorption
single crystal alloy samples
L. Stourac, et al,
edge and transport properties of
of two compositions.
The above mentioned work constitutes almost all the work
on single crystal ZnSb, CdSb, and CdxZnl.xSb reported in the
literature. For CdSb there has been additional work done on
the effect of various dopants and on the anisotropic thermal
conductivity. This work was not cited above since it is of
little relevance to the work reported here.
There is one piece of work not cited above which should
be discussed. M. Stevenson 25 has observed cyclotron resonance
in both ZnSb and CdSb. The material used was p-type but the
resonance was observed only when the sample was illuminated.
With a filter which excluded photons with energy greater than
0.2 ev. the resonance was not seen. This radiation is suffi-
cient to excite holes from the known acceptor levels in the
material. Thus it is quite certain that Stevenson was observing
an electron resonance rather than a hole resonance. He was not
able to determine the sign of the resonance with circularly
polarized radiation. Stevenson reasoned that he did not see
the hole resonance because either the hole relaxation time was
too short or the resonance was beyond the frequency range of
his equipment.
Thus the hole effective masses are unknown for both ZnSb
-r
15
and CdSb. Although several authors claim to have determined
the effective masses from transport properties, they have
really determined the relaxation time to effective mass ratios.
The effective masses cannot be uncoupled from the relaxation
time by low frequency transport measurements alone. The goal
of this work became to determine the valence band effective
masses.
Initially, it was proposed to use the Faraday effect to
determine the effective masses. However, subsequent calcula-
tions, discussed in Appendlx l_showed this to be impractical.
The orthorhombic symmetry of these materials makes their
properties very anisotropic. The anisotropy of the dielectric
constant overwhelms the effect of adc magnetic field on the
propagation of electromagnetic radiation in the crystal.
Instead of producing a sizable Faraday rotation such as occurs
in cubic semiconductors, the magnetic field will produce only
an undetectable rotation in ZnSb or CdSb.
It was decided to use a technique which would utillze the
low symmetry to determine the effective masses rather than use
more conventional techniques, suited to cubic materials. The
low symmetry often prevents the use of more conventional tech-
niques. The scheme that was used to determine the effective
masses will be discussed here. Essentially, the electrical
conductivity and its high frequency analog, free carrier
16
P
p
absorption, are used to uncouple the relaxation time from the
effective masses.
In the crystal axis coordinate
conductivity
system the electrical
is a diagonal tensor for ZnSb, CdSb, and their
alloys of the form
o a 0 0 /
0 % 0 .
O 0 oc
From magnetoresistance measurements on ZnSb 9 and CdSb, 15
the axes of the elllpsoidal constant energy surfaces of the
valence band are known to lie along the crystal axes directions
in k-space. Then from conventional transport theory, the
individual components of the electrical conductivity for
p-type material may be written as
pe 2 < "r., >
Jl,,,
oi = ,
m i
(1.2)
In Eq. (1.2) p is the hole concentration, e is the electronic
charge, < Ti > is a suitable average of the relaxation time
for the ith direction, and m; is the effective mass for the
ith direction.
If it can be observed and measured, the free carrier
absorption, discussed in Appendix 2, will be of the form
17
mI0 a b
0 0
(1.3)
in the crystal axes coordinate system.
of a will be given by
Each component a i
ai= Pe 2 A2 __i >(2_) 2niC3Som i
(1.4)
In Eq. (1.4) _ is the wavelength of the radiation in free
space, c is the speed of light in free space, and E is the
o
electrical permittivity of free space. Also n i is the ith
component of the refractive index tensor and < I/T i > is a
suitable average of the reciprocal relaxation time for the ith
direction.
From the literature the Hall coefficient and thermo-
electric power of ZnSb and CdSb are observed to be isotropic
for p-type material in the extrinsic region. 9'18 This deter-
mines the most general form of the relaxation time tensor to be
A a 0 0 1
- o Ab 0 z"s. (1.5)
0 0 A c
In Eq. (1.5), the Ai's are the relaxation time coefficients,
18
W
E is the hole energy, and s is a constant which determines the
energy dependence of the relaxation time. The parameter s can
be determined from data on the conductivity versus temperature
in the extrinsic range.
The scheme used for determining the effective masses is
as follows. The absorption coefficient for radiation polarized
along each axis was measured and checked for the presence of
free carrier absorption. The electrical conductivity and Hall
coefficient was measured for the same material. The data from
free carrier absorption, electrical conductivity, and Hall
effect was then used with Eqs. (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5) to deter-
the mi's , and the relaxation timemine the effective masses,
coefficients, the Ai's.
Chapter II describes the procedures used to grow ZnSb,
CdSb, and CdxZnl_xSb. All singlecrystal material was grown in
a horizontal zone furnace. The preparation of the optical
and electrical samples is also described in this chapter.
Chapter III describes the measurement techniques used in
this work. The refractive indices, needed to determine absorp-
tion data from transmission data, were obtained by the use of
two interference phenomena. The optical absorption coefficients
were obtained from experimental data of transmission versus
wavelength. The spectral region of 3 to 15 microns in wave-
length was utilized. The electrical measurements were made at
19
a frequency of 25 to 30 cps to avoid thermoelectric effects.
In Chapter IV, the experimental data for ZnSb and CdSb is
presented. The resulting hole effective masses are for ZnSb
/m o - 0.55 + 0.06, mb - 1.23 + 0.12, and - 0.34 + 0.03.
*/m o _/ ffi 0.69 + 0 07,For CdSb the values are - 1.26 +. 0.13, m° . .
mc*/ - 0 44 + 0 04. An anisotropic relaxation time wasand m° . . .
observed in both materials. The ratio of the relaxation
coefficients A a : % : A c is 1.0 : 1.4 : 1.0 for ZnSb and
3.3 : 2.5 : 1.0 for CdSb. The data for both materials supports
a model which has a single , non-degenerate extremum in the
valence band.
In Chapter V the experimental data from alloy samples is
presented and then discussed. Free carrier absorption, elec-
trical conductivity, and Hall coefficient were measured for
the a and b axes of the alloys across the entire composition
range. The scattering in the alloy system, discussed in
Appendix 3, is such that the same scheme may be used to extract
the mi's and Ai's as was used for ZnSb and CdSb. The data
for maim ° versus composition shows only a slight deviation
from a linear variation. The data for mb/m ° shows a substan-
tial increase with x and then a sharp decrease near x = 1 for
CdxZnl.xSb. The relaxation time is found to be anisotropic
only for low alloy concentrations near ZnSb or CdSb. An
isotropic relaxation time is observed over the midrange of
20
alloy composition. There is not enough data available to make
a model to account for the variation of effective masses with
composition. Several highly oversimplified models are dis-
cussed to lend plausibility to the observed variations.
Finally, Chapter Vl contains a summary and suggestions
for future work.
21
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diagram, Figure 2.1, has been enlarged.
represents molten stoichiometric ZnSb.
Point L 1 in Figure 2.2
As the temperature is
decreased, the melt moves along the line LIAuntil point A is
reached. At this point solid material Zn4Sb 3 and excess Sb in
CHAPTER II. MATERIAL AND SAMPLE PREPARATION
2.1 Growth of ZnSb
The first step in any material study involves the acquisi-
tion of single crystal material for preparing samples. As
neither ZnSb nor CdSb is presently of economic importance,
single crystal material is not commercially available. Thus
all of the material that was used had to be grown in the lab-
oratory.
ZnSb has a melting point of 546 ° C and neither Zn nor Sb
has an excessive vapor pressure at temperatures slightly above
this. Thus the growth of single crystal material should not
be too difficult. The major difficulty arises in the complex
phase diagram of the Zn-Sb system I shown in Figure 2.1. In
the phase diagram, Zn4Sb 3 can exist in two modifications
indicated by _ andS. Also Zn3Sb 2 can exist in three modifi-
cations E, _ , and B. In both cases the modifications differ
1
in their microstructure.
If a stoichiometric melt of ZnSb is cooled, an incongruent
melting point prevents the formation of ZnSb. This is best
illustrated on Figure 2.2 where a portion of the Zn-Sb phase
24
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Phase diagram of the Zn-Sb system from Hansen.
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a microstructure represented by'_starts to form. This solid
material is represented by point B. As the material is cooled
further, more solid material forms and the melt moves along
the line CA until point C is reached. At point E, the solid
material which has frozen out reacts with the melt to form
ZnSb. That is_at 546 ° C, the melt will have composition C and
the solid will have composition D. Both will react to form
ZnSb represented by point E. Needless to say this is not a
satisfactory reaction for forming single crystal material.
A more satisfactory method of forming ZnSb is obtained by
using an Sb rich melt to avoid the horizontal peritectic in
the phase diagram. This technique can also be illustrated on
Figure 2.2. Point L 2 represents a melt containing 40 atomic
per cent Zn and 60 atomic per cent Sb. As the melt is cooled,
nothing happens until point F is reached. At F, solid ZnSb
represented by point G starts to form. This form of freezing
out ZnSb directly can be utilized in single crystal growth.
The solid material thus formed can be removed from interaction
with the melt and cooled without any further phase changes.
The method used for growing ZnSb was developed by P. Shaver
2
at this laboratory. It has been described in detail elsewhere
and will be only outlined here.
First, two charges for use in the growth process must be
27
D
formed. One is a stoichiometric charge of ZnSb weighing
approximately 50 grams and the other is a zone leveling charge
containing 60 atomic per cent Sb and 40 atomic per cent Zn and
weighing approximately I0 grams. The determined amounts of
99.999 % pure Sb and 99.999 % pure Zn are weighed to within
0.I milligram for each charge. The material for each charge
is then inserted in a quartz ampoule of 13 mm inside diameter
and sealed off at a pressure of 10 =5 mmHg. Next each ampoule
is placed in a furnace which is rocking mechanically. Here
the material is heated to a temperature of 700 ° C to melt and
react the elements. Each ampoule is removed while hot and
quenched in water to freeze the charge material in an approxi-
mately horizontal position.
The charges are removed from their ampoules and are
assembled with a piece of single crystal ZnSb in a 15 mm inside
diameter Vycor tube. The inside wall of the tube is carbonized
by incomplete combustion of acetone prior to insertion of the
charges. The charge containing excess Sb is placed between
the single crystal seed and the larger stoichiometric charge.
The tube is sealed containing Argon gas, incandescent lamp
grade, at atmospheric pressure.
The assembled growth charge in its Vycor ampoule is placed
in a horizontal zone furnace designed by P. Shaver and sketched
28
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Moveable hot zone
single turn of 1/2" Kanthol
ribbon and insulation
 crr,- -- --  r rf-rrFrr 
Vycor furnace ;.;._.;.;._._.;.;.;._._.;.;.;._.;.;.;.;.;._.;.;.;:"_' Kanthol ribbon
tube ::!::_::_:_i_i_:_i_i_:::_:_i_i:_::_i_:_:_:_:_i_area heater
Figure 2.3. Horizontal zone furnace configuration
used in single crystal growth.
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w
in Figure 2.3. The furnace consists of an 18 mm inslde dia-
meter Vycor tube about 75 cm in length. A Kanthal ribbon
heating element is wound uniformly around the outside of the
furnace tube. This composes the area heater designed to main-
tain a uniform temperature over the length of the tube. A hot
zone consisting of a single turn of one-half inch Kanthal
ribbon is mounted around the tube and can be moved along the
tube via a feed screw. The charge is located in the furnace
tube so that the zone heater is around the excess Sb charge.
Then the furnace is brought up to operating temperatures of
415 ° C for the area heater and 580°C for the zone heater. This
heating process is done gradually over a period of two hours
to avoid subjecting the single crystal seed to a severe thermal
shock.
The actual growth process consists of melting back into
the seed and then allowing the molten material to freeze at
the single crystal-melt interface. This is accomplished by
moving the hot zone towards the seed at a speed of .030 inch
per hour until a portion of the seed is molten. Then the
direction of travel of the zone is reversed and the zone is
allowed to proceed the length of the charge. The rate of travel
is maintained at .030 inch per hour to allow the excess Sb to
diffuse away from the growth interface. The seed crystal will
30
induce single crystal growth in the rest of
technique works properly.
Upon completion of the growth process,
the ingot if the
the furnace is
slowly cooled and the ampoule is removed and opened. Sand-
blasting the lower surface of the ingot reveals the crystal
quality. The anisotropic thermal expansion causes easily
visible cracking if the material is not a single crystal.
Sometimes low angle boundaries are present and can be detected
as slight differences in reflectivity between regions of the
sandblasted material.
The resulting single crystal ingots are typically about
12 cm long and have an almost semicircular cross section 15 .I.
in diameter. Laue x-ray photographs taken with Cu or Mo radia-
tion show the diffraction spots to be quite sharp and without
structure on the better ingots. This is indicative of good
crystal quality and the absence of strained regions.
No dopants were added to the material. The initial seeds
were obtained from P. Shaver and had traces of Cu, an acceptor,
doping present. Hall measurements show the resulting crystals to
be p-type with carrier density typically of the order of
3 x 1016 cm "3 There is no information available as to the
e
presence or absence of excess Sb in the crystals. Wet chemical
analysis is not sensitive enough to detect this. There is some
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evidence which shows that deviations
dopants to the material.
of irreversible changes
by heating undoped material and has been
2.2
from stoichiometry act as
This is furnished by the phenomenon
in carrier concentration that is caused
investigated by Shaver.
Growth of CdSb
CdSb is not presently available commercially and thus
single crystal material must be grown in the laboratory. This
2
material is similar to ZnSb in that both have comparable melting
points and for both the vapor pressure of the constituents is
not excessive near the melting point. One look at the phase
diagram of the Cd-Sb system shown in Figure 2.4 shows the
essential difference in the crystal growth problem from ZnSb.
While ZnSb formed via a horizontal peritectic, CdSb can form
directly from a stoichiometric melt. However, the formation
is slightly complicated by the presence of a metastable system
shown by broken lines in the phase diagram.
If a stoichiometric mixture of CdSb is heated well above
456 ° C, the melting point of CdSb, and allowed to cool, the
liquid will not solidify again at 456 ° C. Instead the liquid
will supercool to the metastable Cd3Sb 2 portion of the phase
diagram where Cd3Sb 2 and excess Sb will result. On further
cooling, at temperatures between about 250 and 350 ° C the
metastable system transforms into the stable one. In this
32
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Figure 2.4. Phase diagram of the Cd-Sb system from Hansen.
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transformation solid Cd3Sb 2 and Sb turns into CdSb exothermally.
This type of reaction is not conducive to single crystal forma-
tion.
If at 456 ° C the CdSb phase is nucleated,
supercool but will form stable CdSb dlrectly.
crystal material can be grown from a stoichiometric melt if a
CdSb seed is available. Ermanis and Miller 4 have found that if
the melt is not heated over 15 ° C above the melting point of
CdSb, the stable phase will be nucleated upon cooling. This
technique was used to obtain the initial single crystals which
then could be used as seeds.
The ZnSb furnace and controllers were also used to grow
CdSb. The molten Cd reacted with quartz so that it was neces-
sary to carbonize the walls of the reaction ampoules as well as
the walls of the growth ampoules. The first crystal of CdSb was
grown by placing a reacted stoichiometric charge into the growth
ampoule by itself. The zone temperature on the furnace was
adjusted to 461 ° C and the area temperature to 320 ° C. The hot
zone was then allowed to traverse the entire length of the
charge. On opening the tube, the material was found to have
formed a single crystal. Once a source of seed crystals was
thus obtained, subsequent crystals were grown by assembling a
the liquld does not
Thus single
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single crystal seed and a stoichiometric charge in a growth
ampoule and then melting back into the seed to initiate single
crystal growth. It was not necessary to use a zone leveling
charge containing excess Sb as was used for ZnSb.
The resulting crystals were similar in size and appearance
to the ZnSb crystals. As before, sandblasting the lower
surface revealed the crystal quality. Later Hall measurements
revealed that the carrier concentration was about 3 x 1016 cm "3
and all crystals as grown, undoped are p-type. Two attempts
were made at growing single crystals without seeds and both
were successful. Six attempts at growing single crystals by
melting back onto seeds were made. Of the six, three were
successful. The other three did not initiate single crystal
growth at the seed-melt interface and were polycrystalllne.
2.3 Growth of CdxZnl.xSb Alloys
The growth of single crystal regions of CdxZnl.xSb alloys
is complicated by the incongruent melting point of ZnSb at low
Cd concentrations and by the formation of metastable Cd3Sb 2 at
low Zn concentrations. These problems can be overcome by using
a zone leveling charge containing excess Sb when x is close to
0 and by initiating stable growth by means of single crystal
seeds for all values of x. The liquidus-solidus lines for the
pseudobinary system CdSb-ZnSb have been determined from thermal
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analysis by Keloglu and Fedorko 5 and by Ermanis, Miller, and
Cadof£ 6 and are shown in Figure 2.5.
The same horizontal zone furnace was used to grow these
crystals also. In order to span the entire composition range,
the main grow_ch charges of CdxZnl_xSb were made with x ranging
from 0.I to 0.9 in 0.i increments. For x in the range
0 _ x_ 0.30, it was necessary to use a zone leveling charge.
Table 2.1 shows the composition of zone leveling charge, area
temperature, and hot zone temperature that were used for a
given main charge composition. Nhen a single crystal seed
having the desired composition was not available, one was used
which differed by not more than 107. in composition. In this
way a large lattice mismatch is avoided when nucleating single
crystal growth. By these techniques single crystal alloy
ingots were grown from melts spanning the entire composition
The large splitting of the solidus-liquidus lines shown in
Figure 2.5 affects crystal composition in the following way.
If a melt of a given composition alloy is cooled, the composi-
tion alloy which freezes out is not that of the melt but rather
that of the point on the solidus llne corresponding to the
minimum liquid temperature of the melt composition. For example
if on Figure 2.5 a melt at composition A is cooled the solid
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Figure 2.5. Melting range for the stable pseudobinary
6
system CdxZnl.xSb from Ermanis, Miller and Cadoff.
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Main Charge
Composition
Zone-leveling Hot Zone
Charge Area Temp. Temperature
Composition °C °C
i
ZbSb Znl.0Sbl. 2 415 580
Cd0.1Zn0.gSb Cd0.1An0.9Sbl.15 410 570
Cd0.2Zn0.8 Sb Cd0.2Zn0.8Sbl.10
Cd0.3Zn0.7 Sb Cd0.3Zn0.7Sbl. 05
Cd0.4Zn0.6Sb
Cd0.5Zn0.5Sb
400 560
390 550
Cd0.6Zn0.4Sb
none 380 540
none 370 530
i ii
none 360 520
Cd0.7Zn0.3 Sb none 350 510
Cd0.8Zn0.2 Sb none 340 500
Cdo.9Zn0.1Sb none 330 490
CdSb none 320 480
i i i ii
Table 2. i. Charge composition and furnace
temperatures used in crystal growth,
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material which freezes out will be of composition B. In
CdxZnl_xSb alloys, this acts to make the solid material richer
in Zn than the melt. As the melt is depleted of its Zn content
its composition changes and in turn changes the resulting solid
composition. Thus a very slight grading in composition is
obtained over the length of the ingot. The region near the
seed is richer in Zn than the region near the other end of the
ingot. Over the distance of 1 cm, no change in lattice constant
could be detected due to this grading. Therefore over I cm, the
grading in composition was less than 0.01 in x. Over larger
distances, 2 or 3 cm, a change in lattice constant of 0,01 A °
was detected. This indicated changes in x by 0.02 over 2 or 3
cm. For this reason all measurements on a given composition
alloy weremade on samples taken from an ingot section no
longer than 1 cm.
When the growth process was carried out properly and
seeding was accomplished successfully, the single crystal ingots
appeared to be of good quality by both visual and x-ray examina-
tion. The frequency of the appearance of low angle grain
boundaries was higher for alloy ingots than for the end compounds
ZnSb and CdSb. At one point a twin developed in an ingot and
being undetected at the time was perpetuated through several
ingots which used seeds from the original twinned crystal.
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The twin was later detected by Laue x-ray photographs of an
oriented slice. One half of the area of the twinned slice was
perpendicular to the c axis while the other half was 7° away
from the c axis. After this discovery all alloy regions were
checked for the presence of twins by x-ray means before they
were cut into measurement samples.
growth of about forty alloy ingots,
material was obtained over the entire composition range.
507. of the growth attempts resulted in usable material.
Through the attempted
good quality single crystal
About
The
major causes of failure were polycrystalline growth initiated
at seed interface and complete malting of seed during the
meltback process due to improper furnace temperatures. No
evidence of long range ordering in the alloy crystals was ever
observed in the many x-ray measurements made on the material.
2.4 Preparation of 0ptical Samples
The orthorhombic symmetry of ZnSb,
leads to anisotropic optical and transport properties.
these properties requires accurately oriented samples.
CdSb, and their alloys
Measuring
As dis-
cussed in Appendix 2, by having the electric vector of the
incident radiation parallel to a crystollographic axis, the
optical properties of that crystal direction alone are observed.
Thus as a first step in preparing optical samples it is
necessary to orient the starting material. Regions of single
40
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crystal ingots were mounted on a goniometer in order to locate
the principal axes by means of Laue back reflection photographs
with x-rays. For most of the work a Cu x-ray tube and Polaroid
film were used to obtain intense spots in a minimum amount of
time. For better resolution, as occasion demanded it, a No
tube and conventional x-ray film were used with a correspondingly
longer exposure time. The initial photographs of each ingot
were searched for points which looked like the intersection of
two mirror planes. All likely spots were brought in to the
center of the film in subsequent exposures and examined to see
if they had the required symmetry. When the correct point was
identified and brought in to the center of the film, the
resulting picture of dots formed two perpendicular mirror planes
intersecting at the center of the film. When in this position
the film plane is perpendicular to one principal axis and
parallel to a plane containing the other two principal axes.
At this point it is necessary to identify the principal
axis that was found, For this purpose a section of the material
was sliced off to yield a plane face perpendicular to the axis.
The material was then aligned in the sample holder of a Norelco
diffractometer so that the cut face was parallel to the reference
plane of the instrument. That is, when the x-ray source beam
and the Gieger tube detector were 180 ° apart the collimated
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x-ray beam would Just pass over the sample parallel to the cut
face. Then the instrument was used to scan the angular range
in which the diffraction peaks of the principal axes were known
15
to lle. In the D2h space group to which the crystals belong
the diffraction peaks havlngMiller indices (h00), (0k0), and
(00_) are systematically absent for h, k, or _ odd. 7 Thus the
refraction peaks obtained were (200), (400), (600), etc., or
their equivalent for the other axes. From the angular location
o£ the observed peaks and using tables for a Cu tube, the
spacing of the planes causing the diffraction peaks could be
obtained. In turn the lattice parameter of the principal axis
perpendicular to the face then could be calculated. The
observed peaks were extremely strong so that the x-ray tube
had to be operated at the lowest power possible to keep the
peaks from driving the diffractometer output recorder off scale.
Comparison of the resulting lattice parameter with tables
for those of the ZnSb-CdSb alloy system 5 yielded the identifi-
cation of the axis as a, b, or c. In cases where there was any
doubt because of composition uncertainty, a second axis was
found and identified in the same manner before axis labels
were assigned to the material. In all cases a second principal
axis was found and identified so that the location of all three
major axes in the crystal were known. For all of the grown
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material the c axis was found to be the closest principal axis
to the ingot growth axis. The seeds were not oriented since a
close fit to the growth tube curvature was more important than
orientation for initiating growth.
The material was then mounted on a goniometer and oriented
slices perpendicular to a known principal axis were cut from
the ingot. Initially the slices were cut by using a Felker
diamond saw. As the material is both soft and brittle, the
breakage rate was alarmingly high. A Servomet spark gap cutter
was also employed to cut material_but it also was not completely
satisfactory. The cutting speed was both slow and unpredictable
depending on the condition of the tungsten wire blade. A new
blade cut extremely slowly if at all. Then the cutting rate
would speed up as the blade aged, but by this time the blade
would have eroded enough to cause irregular cuts before even-
tually breaking. The most satisfactory method used was to cut
the slices off with a string saw. The string saw was built in
this laboratory from sketches of an original model designed by
Jo B. Gunn of IBM Laboratorles. 8 In cutting, a loop of Nichrome
wire bearing a slurry of 600 grit SiC and oil is drawn over the
sample. This method gave extremely high yields of properly cut
slices with a surface finish comparable to that obtained by
lapping.
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In order to polish and lap the samples to a high degree
of flatness, a special Jig was made from stainless steel stock.
The jig had a large outside diameter of 3" but its lower
surface was relieved so that only the outer 1/2" of the Jig
touched the polishing wheel. The Jig had a 1" diameter plunger
which was keyed to prevent the plunger from rotating relative
to the rest of the Jig. With the plunger in place the lower
surface of both were ground to a flatness better than .001"
per inch in the Material Science Center Machine Shop.
Thick optical samples, typically 2 mm, for the determina-
tion of absorption coefficients were made from initially 3 or 4
mm thick slices of material in the following way. The slice
was mounted firmly on the Jig plunger usir_ glycol phthalate
mount cement. The slice mounted on the Jig was then wet lapped
on No. 600 wet or dry paper placed on a granite flat to remove
the surface damage caused by siicing. The granite _'-_L a_ was
8" x 12" and was flat to .005" over 12 inches. The slice face
was then polished with Linde A powder on a velvet covered
polishir_ wheel followed by Linde B powder on a velvet wheel
until a suitable scratch-free polished surface was obtainedo
The slice was then removed from the Jig, turned over, and re-
mounted. The second surface was lapped until the desired
thickness was obtained and polished in the same manner. The
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slice was then removed from the Jig, washed in acetone and
methyl alcohol, and measured for thickness using a machinist's
dial gauge with a 2 micron minimum division. The polished
slice was then mounted with Apiezon wax, thinned with trichloro-
ethylene, on a flat washer having a circular aperture of maximum
diameter that the sample could completely cover. This washer
served as a convenient optical mount for the sample.
Extremely thin optical samples for use in determining the
refractive indices were obtained in the following way. A slice
initially about 2 mmthick was mounted on the jig and then
lapped and polished on one side as previously described. Next,
the slice was dismounted and measured for thickness. The slice
was mounted again on the Jig with the polished side towards
the Jig. Great care was taken to assure firm contact and flat-
ness at the Jig-sample interface. The amount of material to be
removed was calculated from the present thickness of the sample
and the desired thickness of the sample allowlng 10 microns for
the final polishing. The material was then lapped to the desired
thickness measured by a dial gauge set from the face of the
sample to the opposite end of the plunger. After lapping the
face was polished and the slice was carefully removed and
placed on a mounting washer. The thickness was not measured
until the optical measurements were made because the samples
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often cleaved while being measured for thickness. The material
has easy cleavage planes perpendicular to the a and c axes.
The thin samples thus obtained were between 28 and 40
microns in thickness. The better samples had only a 2 micron
taper in thickness over I cmwhile the worst had 9 or 10. The
requirement on surface flatness and paralellism is high to
obtain interference effects in transmission. The degree to
which the requirement is met can be easily determined by the
quality of the interference fringes obtained in the optical
measurements. The yield of suitable samples using this tech-
nique was about one in three. It was found that a taper of
more than about I0_ of the samplels thickness over I cm did not
yield any fringes.
After the samples had been mounted on their final mounts
for measuring, they were x-rayed again to determine the direc-
tion of the principal axes in the sample plane. The directions
of these axes along with their identity were marked on the
outer edge of the mounting washers. This enabled the samples
to be aligned easily with the polarizers during the subsequent
optical measurements.
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2.5 Preparation of Hall Effect and Conductivity Samples
For the purpose of conductivity and Hall effect measure-
ments, rectangular paralleleplped shaped samples having six
electrical contacts are required. For ease in interpreting
the measurements, the principal axes of the materlal.should
be parallel to the sample edges. Usually several samples
having their longest edge parallel to a crystallographlc axis
are required for measurements pertaining to the axis.
The oriented samples are obtained in the following way.
Slices are cut as previously described perpendicular to a known
crystallographic axis with the string saw or spark gap cutter.
The slices are then mounted on graphite blocks if the string
saw is to be used or brass blocks if the spark cutter is to be
used. The blocks in turn are mounted on a goniometer and a
Laue photograph is taken of the sample. From the resulting
Laue pattern the direction of the principal axes in the slice
are marked on the slice and mounting block. The axes are
identified by the relation of the slice being used to the
remainder of the ingot for which the axes are known. The
samples are cut parallel to the desired axis on the saw or
spark cutter, dismounted from the cutting block, washed in
acetone, and sandblasted to remove foreign surface material.
Contacts and leads are then placed on the samples. Fb-Sn
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solder applied with a rosin flux makes very nice ohmic contacts
to ZnSb, CdSb, and their alloys. The contacts are made with an
extremely small soldering iron to minimize contact diameter.
Figure 2.6 shows the contact configuration used and also shows
typical sample dimensions. Copper wire of 3 mil diameter is
used for the leads. The sample dimensions are obtained by
viewing the samples in a Unitron metallographic microscope
having two degrees of movement controlled by barrel micrometers
with .0001" divisions. This method was found to be more satis-
factory than measuring the samples with a hand held micrometer.
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Contact diameter \
10 to 20 mils _,.
m,_oo_e_ _\_
lead wire _-_"_.,,N.___ -_J _j _
0.050" sq.
Figure 2.6. Hall effect and conductivity sample
showing contact configuration and
typical dimensions.
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CHAPTER III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
3.1 Determination o£ Sample Composition
For the analysis of experimental data on the alloy samples
CdxZnl_xSb, it is necessary to know the sample composition.
Four methods were used for determining sample composition,
namely density measurements, x-ray fluorescence, wet chemical
analysis, and lattice parameter measurements. The latter two,
wet chemical analysis and lattice parameter measurements,
proved to be the most useful. However, the lattice parameter
measurements are easier to make, faster, and non-destructive
compared to wet chemical analysis and were used for sample
composition in most of the work.
With equipment for precision density measurements belonging
to the Laboratory for Insulation Research the densities of
ZnSb and CdSb single crystal samples were measured. The method
used was to measure the buoyancy of the sample in dibromyl
propane which has a density of approximately 1.968 grams/cm 3.
For ZnSb the density 6.337 grams/cm 3 was obtained as compared
to the theoretical value of 6.36 grams/cm 3 obtained from the
unit cell dimensions. The major part of the discrepancy was
due to insufficient outgassing of the sample. The immersed
sample was removed from the vacuum pump before all boiling had
ceased. For CdSb the density 6.823 gram/cm 3 was obtained
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compared to the theoretical value of 6.83 gram/cm 3. Here the
discrepancy was due to smell voids and irregularities on the
upper surface of the sample. Because of the poor quality of
the top surface of the grown ingots and the relatively large
sections required for an accurate density measurement, it was
decided to seek other means of determining sample composition.
X-ray fluorescence was used in an attempt to obtain sample
composition. In this method the sample is bombarded by high
energy x-rays to stimulate x-ray fluorescence in the sample.
The radiation given off by the sample is analyzed in an x-ray
spectrometer utilizing a LiF crystal and a geiger tube detector.
The angular position of emission lines characteristic of the
elements are listed in tables. Then from the position of the
line the emitting element can be identified and from the inten-
sity of the line the quantity of the element present is inferred.
Initiallytpolycrystalline alloy samples of kno_., composition
were prepared and reacted in an attempt at calibration of the
process. The resulting x-ray line intensities were hardly
dependent on sample composition in both powder and solid forms.
Zinc atoms can absorb the fluorescence given off by cadmium
and antimony atoms. This effect coupled with a very low x-ray
penetration depth made the fluorescence more sensitive to local
structure than to bulk sample composition. Then the fluorescence
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of single crystal samples in both single crystal and powdered
form was measured and compared with sample composition as
obtained by wet chemical analysis. From these measurements
it was concluded that x-ray fluorescence could be used to
determine sample composition only to + 107..
The wet chemical analysis was done by the Analytical
Chemical Laboratory at the Material Science Center. They
encountered considerable difficulty in completely separating
the cadmium and zinc from the antimony. The analyses was
always destructive to about a gram of sample material. By
this method sample composition could be determined to within
+ IZ.
m
The variation of lattice constants with composition have
been determined experimentally by Keloglu and Fedorko I and by
2
Toman and is shown in Figure 3.1. A slight deviation from a
linear variation is observed which the authors maintain is an
indication of long range ordering. However, the range over
which there is a deviation from linearity in Reference 1 is
substantially less than the range in Reference 2. Both observe
a deviation in the mldrange of composition from 0.3 < x < 0.7.
Considering the large split in the solldus-liquidus line as
discussed in 2.3 and that they used reacted samples of known
initial composition, it is quite possible that their actual
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compositions are in error in this range. Even a 2% error in
sample composition would make their experimental curves essen-
tially straight lines.
Experimentally, the lattice constants were determined from
single crystal samples with a Norelco diffractometer by the
method described in 2.4. Usually the peaks having Miller
indices (004), (006), and (008) or their counterparts for the
other axes were scanned at a speed of 1/4 degree per minute.
The machine error was less than 0.0035 degrees and peaks on
the recorder chart could be located to within 0.01 degree.
This angular error when converted to error in the computed
lattice constant gives a 0.001 A ° error in lattice constant.
This assumes that the crystal is oriented and aligned in the
spectrometer perfectly. In practice, errors in orientation
of the sample can be held to less than a degree. The observed
diffractometer peaks are extremely large only when the sample
is perfectly aligned. Thus the size of the peaks is indica-
tive of the orientation accuracy. In many cases when the entire
angular range was scanned for evidence of long range ordering,
miscellaneous strong peaks appeared. Calculations showed the
peaks to be from _ radiation of the Cu x-ray tube and Fe a
radiation arising from the impurity of the Cu anode diffracting
on the (004), (005), or (008) planes. Thus the lattice constants
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can be determined to within 1/2% quite easily by this method.
In the actual measurements on alloys reported, the sample
composition was determined by measuring the lattice parameter
and assuming a linear variation. If the departures from
linearity reported by References I and 2 are true, the measure-
ment gives the parameter x in CdxZnl.xSb to within + .01 for
0 < x < 0.3 and 0.7 < x < 1.0 and to within - .04 to - .01 for
0.3 < x < 0.7. If the departures from linearity are not real,
the measurement gives x to within + 0.01over the entire compo-
m
sition range.
When the lattice parameters of the alloy samples were
measured, the following behavior was observed. The two axes
for each region which were measured always gave the same compo-
sition when a linear variation of lattice constant with composi-
tion was assumed. This would not have happened if the deviations
from linearity reported in Figure 3.1 by Keloglu and Fedorko I
were real. Rather, the two determinations would have given
different compositions wherever the lattice parameter curves
versus composition departed from linearity.
To check the assignment of alloy composition given to the
alloy optical samples, the samples were sent for wet chemical
analysis after the measurements were completed. The chemical
analysis determined the weight per cent of both Zn and Cd.
These analysis results were checked against the x-ray method of
determining composition. Of the eight alloys studied, five
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agreed within one per cent in composition and three did not.
The three for which the composition by both methods did not
agree were alloys of low Cd concentration. The wet analysis
was redone on these three samples. The new determination of
weight per cent Zn agreed with the former while the determina-
tion of weight per cent Cd did not. Based on the weight per
cent Zn the composition agreed with that determined by lattice
parameter. The chemists in the analytical lab claimed that
it is difficult to titrate completely small amounts of Cd to
account for the discrepancies in their results.
Thus the evidence suggests that the alloy system does obey
Vegard's law in that the lattice constants vary linearly with
composition. Also the composition of the alloy samples is
accurate to + .01 in x.
m
3.2 Determination of the Refractive Indices
The aim of the optical portion of this work was to study
the optical absorption of ZnSb, CdSb, and their alloys. The
most convenient way to do this is to measure optical trans-
mission and then convert the data to optical absorption. In
order to achieve this conversion the refractive indices of the
material must be known. As the refractive index data in the
literature was sparse and incomplete in the wavelength range of
3 to 15 _ the refractive indices of ZnSb and CdSb were deter-
mined experimentally.
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In order to perforNthe desired optical measurements on
ZnSb, CdSb, and CdxZnl.xSb, an optical system to measure trans-
mission of infrared radiation is necessary .... The radiation
should be monochromatic and linearly polarized. A Perkin-Elmer
Model I12 spectrometer and its associated electronics was
utilized with AgCI transmission polarizers and a NaCl prism to
achieve this purpose in the wavelength range of 3 to 15 microns.
Figure 3.2 shows the arrangement of the optical system
external to the spectrometer. The individual components are
mounted on a heavy aluminum table to minimize vibration and
facilltate alisnment. The output of the spectrometer is reflected
by a 6" diameter plane mirror onto a 10" diameter spherical
mirror which focuses the radiation into a beam coming to a focus
The envelope of this beam makes a 5°
A Reeder thermocouple detector and an
and the thermo-
at the sample location.
ansle with its center.
eliipsoidal mirror having the sample at one focus
couple at the other are placed behind the sample.
Two PE transmission polarizers, each consisting of
single crystal sheets aligned near the Brewster's angle,
six Age1
were
used. The one positioned in front of the sample served as a
polarizer while the one behind the sample served as an analyzer.
Each polarizer has the property that if completely unpolarized
radiation in the wavelength region utilized, 3 to 15 microns,
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Figure 3.2. External optical arrangement.
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is incident on the polarizer, the transmitted radiation is 94%
polarized. That is, the ratio of the intensity of the radia-
tion having its electric vector perpendicular to the desired
direction, _n' to the intensity of the radiation having its
electric vector in the desired direction, Ip, is 0.06. The
actual ratio of electric field strength is En/E p - 0.245.
Thus, when the two polarizers are aligned the net transmitted
radiation will have an _n/_p ratio of 0.0036 and a field ratio
of En/E p - 0.06. The polarizers can be rotated about an axis
through their center to change the direction of polarization.
The polarizers were aligned horizontally or ninety degrees
from the horizontal with a Starrett combination square containing
a bubble level.
The signal from the thermocouple is sent through a PE
thermocouple preamplifier to a PE 107 amplifier whose output is
displayed on a Leeds and Northrup recorder. The rotation of
the spectrometer's prism is controlled by a vernier drum. The
drum number versus wavelength calibration was accomplished by
locating known absorption lines in the NH 3 vapor and polystyrene
spectrum. Then the known points were plotted on a graph of
drum number versus wavelength and a smooth curve drawn through
them. The calibration curve was accurate to within 0.05 microns
over most of the range.
6O
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ZnSb, CdSb, and their alloys by virtue of their symmetry
have refractive index tensors in the crystal axis coordinate
system of the form
Ii001
n a
n- % o . (3.1)
0 nc/
As discussed in Appendix 2, for radiation linearly polarized
with its electric field along a crystallographic axis i the
material acts as a normal optical medium of refractive index n i.
One method which can be used to determine refractive indices
is to observe the transmission of radiation through a sample
thin enough for interference effects to occur. The samples
-1
will have absorption coefficients of the order of 2 or 3 cm
in the wavelength range 3 to 15 microns. On the thin inter-
ference samples, 30 to
and may be neglected.
50 _ thick, this absorption will be small
As discussed by T. Moss, 3 the transmitted
intensity neglecting absorption through a sample of thickness d
and refractive index n i is
(I - Rs)2
T = (3.2)
1 - 2 R cos 25 + R2
S S
where R
S = (n i - l)2/(ni + I)
2
is the reflectance of a semi-
infinite slab of material and 5 = (2v/_)nid is the phase change
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per traversal ofthe sample at normal incidence. In the
expression for 6, _ is the wavelength of the radiation in free
space. From Eq. (3.2) the value of the transmission will
oscillate with wavelength and will have maxima when 2hid = N_
where N is any integer and minima when 4nid - (2N + I). This
will be true so long as R is not too wavelength dependent.
S
Then from the observation of transmisslonmaxima the refractive
indexn i can be determined as a function of wavelength if the
order N of each maximum is known.
Additional information on the refractive indices can be
obtained by observinK transmission between crossed polarizers.
9
This phenomena has been discussed by Sommerfeld. Consider
the sample and polarizers in the configuration shown in Figure
3.3. The sample plane contains the principal axes I and 2 of
the sample. The polarizer in front of the sample is aligned
to polarize radiation at 45 ° to the principal axes while the
polarizer behind the sample is aligned 90 ° from the first
polarizer. Radiation from the first polarizer excites both
crystal optical oscillation modes I and 2 with equal amplitude
aside from the small difference due to the different refractive
indices. However, after traversing the sample the two modes
will have approximately the same amplitude but different phases.
The phase difference between the modes will be given by
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Crystal axis 1
Analyzer
Sample ._!_!
Polarizer
Crystal axis 2
Figure 3.3. Arrangement for observing interference
between crossed polarizers.
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Z_ " 2--E_(n 2 - nl)d. (3.3)
The electric field components incident on the
represented by
analyzer may be
E 1 = E ° exp (2zrinld/_)
E 2 - E° eIZl exp (2_-inld/_)
(3.4)
where E
o
free space.
by the analyzer is
The amplitude of the resultant
is a plane wave traveling in the desired direction in
field transmitted
where A is a constant independent of wavelength. Thus the
transmitted intensity will be proportional to sin 2 /_/2. Trans-
mission maxima will occur for (n 2 - n I) - (2M + 1)A/2d for M an
integer and transmission minima will occur for (n I - n2) = M_/d.
From the observation of this behavior the difference between
two refractive indices as a function of wavelength can be
obtained if M the order of the extrema is known. As the
anisotropies in the refractive indices are certainly much less
than the refractive indices, actually about 5 or I0_, this
phenomena will have the order M of the interference a factor
of 10 or 20 lower than N the order of the parallel polarlzer
(3.5)
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interference on the same sample.
The refractive indices of ZnSb and CdSb were measured in
the following way. For each axis, the transmissionof a sample
thin enough to show interference effects was obtained with the
6
polarizers aligned along the axis. This was done by recording
the thermocouple response as a function of wavelensth with the
sample in place and then dividing the resulting response by
the thermocouple response with the sample removed. For these
experiments only relative transmission is needed so that the
absolute transmission was not obtained. The wavelengths of the
transmission maxlma for each axis and the sample thickness were
4,5
recorded. From the data of others, the refractive indices
of both materials are known to be between 4 and 5. Since the
samples were between 28 and 50 microns thick, the lowest order
fringe observed in the wavelength range 3 to 15 microns was
N = i5 or i6. Thus since the first maxima for which N = I was
not observed, the value of N for each fringe was not known.
The difficulty of finding the refractive index without
knowing N was resolved in the following way° From the known
range of the refractive indices, several reasonable values for
N of the longest wavelength maxima observed were calculated.
Once the lowest order fringe is labelled, the N's for all the
fringes are obtained by requiring adjacent fringes to have
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h
consecutive N's.
the resulting ni(A) was
pattern of the sample.
each axis showing n i as a function of Ao
to determine which was the correct curve°
Then with these guesses for the fringe orders
calculated from the experimental fringe
This gave a set of possible curves for
The next problem was
This was accomplished
by obtaining (n i - nj) for pairs of axes as a function of wave-
length and matching this with the superposed sets of trial
curves. The correct curve of refractive index versus wavelength
for each axis was chosen by a best fit criteria. The (n i - nj)
as a function of A were obtained from sample transmission
between crossed polarizers. In the crossed polarizer experi-
ments it was possible to observe the lower order extrema with
the available sample thicknesses because of the factor of I0 to
20 reduction in interference order from the order of the parallel
polarizer interference. The procedure for determining the ni's
will be clarified further in Section 4.i where the actual data
will be presented.
3.3 Determination of Absorption Coefficients
The optical absorption tensor for ZnSb, CdSb,
like the refractive index tensor, is a diagonal tensor in the
principal axis coordinate system. As discussed in Appendix 2,
for radiation linearly polarized along axis i the material
behaves as a normal optical medium of refractive index n i and
and ZnxCdl.xSb,
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absorption coe_£icient a i. For these measurements thick samples,
1 to 4 mm, were used so that the absorption was large enough to
be detectable. The absorption then eliminates the interference
effects contained in Eq. (3.2)of the previous section. The
usual expression for transmission through an absorbing slab,
as discussed by Moss, 3 can be used to relate T and _. In this
case, letting T i represent the transmission for radiation
linearly polarized along axis i, the relation is
(I- Rs)2 e "cxid
T i = e.2Czi d •
• I_R 2
(3.6)
S
By the use o£ gq. (3.6) the absorption coefficients can be
determined from experimental transmission data. However,
knowledge o£ the refractive index is necessary to speci£y Rso
The experimental transmission versus wavelength curves
were obtained in the following way. Using the optical system
described in Eq. (3.2) with both polarizers aligned along a
crystal axis, the response o£ the thermocouple with the sample
in position was recorded. Then the response o£ the thermocouple
with an open aperture, the size of the aperture on the crystal
mount, replacing the sample was recorded. The entire spectrum
from 3 to 15 microns was scanned in three intervals chosen to
best display the thermocouple response. For both the sample
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response and the source response, the duration of the wavelength
interval and the spectrometer slit width were identical. The
amplifier gain was not held constant but adjusted to allow the
signal to range over the whole chart width. When the sample
response is divided by the source response at any wavelength
the relative transmission is obtained. The wavelength intervals
chosen overlapped enough to enable a single relative transmission
curve to be obtained over the whole wavelength range°
The absolute transmission curve can be determined from the
relative transmission curve by multiplying by a suitable con-
stant. The correct constant was obtained by determining the
absolute transmission of the sample at one wavelength. To
obtain the absolute transmission, the aligned sample and the
open aperture of equal area to the sample aperture are alternately
inserted in the optical system having its drum position and
amplifier gain fixed° Now when the sample response is divided
by the source response the absolute transmission at a particular
wavelength is obtained and may be used to normalize the entire
transmission curve° This normalization procedure was checked
at several points and found to be accurate.
A computer program waswritten to facilitate the calcula-
tion of a i from the experimental T i using Eq. (3°6). Using the
computer a i was calculated for the entire wavelength range at
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intervals of I0 or 20 units of drum rotation.
length range of 3 to 15 microns, u i was
from 60 to 120 points.
In the wave-
usually calculated at
Errors in the optical measurements resulted from signal
noise, incorrect polarizer-sample alignment, incomplete polari-
zation, and the off normal incidence of part of the beam.
Signal noise was variable depending on the sample thickness,
absorption strength, and wavelength region due to the spectral
emission of the globar source. Without exception, the noise
increased with wavelength. The polarizers could be aligned
with the sample axes to within + 2 degrees. The unwanted to
wanted radiation intensity ratios for two aligned polarizers
is 0.36:100. The input beam was convergent with a 5° angle
between envelope and center. The high refractive index of the
material acts to make the beam quite parallel, approximately 1°
deviation, in the sample. This should make any birefri_ent
effects quite small. The net effect of these errors on the
experimental measurements will be discussed when the optical
data is presented.
3.4 Determination of Conductivity and Hall Effect
The measurement of electrical conductivity and Hall effect
were made on oriented samples prepared as described in section
2.5. The samples were mounted on a sample holder designed by
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Jo Blair 6 to facilitate isothermal transport measurements. The
actual electrical measurements were made at 25 to 30 cps rather
than d.c. to avoid thermoelectric effects which are quite large
in these semiconductors.
A Hewlett-Packard model 400D vacuum tube voltmeter was
calibrated and used for the electrical measurements. A Hewlett-
Packard 200 CD wide range oscillator was used with a current
limiting resistor as a current source° The sample current was
obtained by measuring the voltage drop across a I00 ohm precision
resistor in series with the sample's current leads° The trans-
verse or Hall voltage and the longitudinal voltage were measured
with the meter directly° The low carrier concentration of the
measurement samples made the Hall voltage large enough to measure
accurately without suppressing the voltage difference due to
contact misalignmento In the actual measurements, the voltage
was measured for the magnetlc field first one way and then
rotated 180°o The difference of the two voltage measurements
is twice the Hall voltage° Although the meter used has an
accuracy of 2_ of full scale, the accuracy was greatly increased
by taking a set of measurements at various current levels and
choosing the best linear fit as the experimental value. This
practice made the electrlcal measurements accurate to + I_o
The magnetic field was produced by a 6 inch Varlan magnet
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with a 3/4" gap between the pole faces. The field strength was
measured with a Rawson fluxmeter having an accuracy of + 17..
m
The actual accuracy of the conductivity and Hall coefficient
determinations are determined by a factor other than the instru-
mentation and sample dimension accuracy. The hole concentration
of ZnSb, CdSb, and their alloys is irreversibly increased when
the samples are heated to more than 100°C. 7'8 This is presumably
due to the creation of electrically active interstitial defects
which anneal out with time constants on the order of months.
Thus putting electrical contacts on a sample with a soldering
iron changes the carrier concentration slightly. In light of
this, a measure of the accuracy of the measurements is given by
the scatter in the experimental values obtained from samples
cut from the same or adjacent slices.
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CHAPTER IV, MEASUREMENTS ON ZnSb AND CdSb
4.1 Refractive Indices
The refractive indices for ZnSb and CdSb must be obtained
so that later transmission data can be converted to absorption
coefficient data. Existing literature contains a single deter-
mination of the refractive indices for each. For CdSb,
M. Zavetova I has determined the refractive indices near the
absorption edge only. For ZnSb, Komiya, Masumoto, and Fan 2
have measured the refractive indices from the absorption edge
to a wavelength of 25 _. As a result of incomplete data on
CdSb and only a single determination for ZnSb, it was decided
to measure the ni's for both materials in the wavelength range
of 3 to 15 _.
As explained in Section 3.2, there are two interference
phenomena which can be used to yield information on the refrac-
tive indices. The first concerns the oscillations in trans-
mission with wavelength of radiation linearly polarized along
a crystal axis. The second concerns the oscillations in trans-
mission with wavelength of a configuration consisting of two
crossed polarizers with the sample between them as shown in
Figure 3.3. The first interferemce phenomena involves a single
n i only, while the second involves the anisotropy of the refrac-
tive indices or Ini-nil,
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The determination of the refractive indices of CdSb will
be presented in detail. Samples of CdSb containing the a-b
axes a_d a-c axes Were cut, lapped, and pollshed to the
smallest thickness that was practical to fabricate and handle.
This thickness usually turned out to be 25 to 40 microns. The
transmission of these samples in the wavelength range of 3 to
15 miarons was observed with radiation polarized along each
crystal axis. If sharp oscillations in transmission occurred
the parallelism obtained in fabrication was adequate. If the
oscillations did not occur, subsequent measurements showed the
taper in sample thickness to be excessive. The maximum taper
in thickness for which fringes could be seen was 3.0 B in one
cm for a 30 _ thick slice. The yield of samples which had
sufficient parallelism to observe fringes was 1 in 3.
The wavelength positions
recorded _or each sample axis.
of the transmission maxima are
As discussed in Section 3.2, the
transmission maxima for each axis satisfy the relation 2 nid
- NA, where N is an integer. From the data on the refractive
indices on both materials contained in references I and 2, the
refractive indices are known to lle in range 4.0 < n i < 5.0.
With the sample thicknesses used, the first maximum for which
N - 1 did not fall at an observable wavelength. Therefore the
orders of the maxima, the value of N for each, is uncertain.
From the knowledge of the range of ni, a set of probable values
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of N O for the longest wavelength maximum that was clearly dis-
cernible can be obtained.
If the order of one maximum is assigned as No, then the
order of the adjacent shorter wavelength maximum is N + I
o
unless the refractive index is a violent function of wavelength.
The refractive indices are not expected to be fast varying
functions of wavelength in this region. Thus each value of
N o assigned to the longest wavelength maximum assigns an order
to each maximum in the set. Then using the relation 2hid = N_,
the wavelength positions and the orders of the maxima can be
used to calculate N i versus _ for each assignment of N o . In
this way several curves for n i versus _ are obtained for each
axis. One set of values of n i versus % is the correct one for
each axis. The problem is to uniquely identify the proper curve.
The actual values obtained for CdSb will be given here.
For a 32.5 _ thick sample cut perpendicular to the c axis and
containing the a and b axes, transmission fringes were observed
for radiation linearly polarized along the a and b axes. The
longest wavelength maxima that could easily be detected over
the noise occurred around 13 _. A sharply defined set of maxima
was obtained down to about 9 _ where the maxima were too close
for proper identification. Each axis yielded a set of I0 maxima
in the wavelength range from 9 to 13 _. The wavelength positions
q.
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of the maxima were recorded and several trial solutions calcu-
lated as discussed above. The variation of n i with _ turned
out to be linear with respect to _ for all of the assigned
orders. For na, six possible curves of n a versus _ were obtained,
while for nb, seven possible curves of n b versus _ were obtained.
The equations describing the behavior of each trial solution
(all varied linearly with _) are given in Table 4.1. The various
for iden-experimental solutions are denoted by A-I, A-2, etc.,
tification purposes.
For a sample of CdSb 29.5 _ thick and cut perpendicular to
the b axis, containing the a and c axes, transmission fringes
were obtained with radiation polarized along each axis. The
trial solutions were obtained in a similar manner and again all
the solutions were linear with respect to A. For this sample
n had 6 possible solutions while n had 6 possible solutions also.
a c
The equation for each solution is given in Table 4.2.
Now the problem remains to determine which solution is the
correct n i versus A curve. By observing the transmission of the
sample between crossed polarizers, information on the difference
in refractive indices can be obtained which will then aid in
selecting the correct curves. As discussed in Section 3.2, the
maxima of transmission in the case of crossed polarizers will
occur for .Ini - nj I=. (2M + l)A/2d and minima will occur for
positive integer. For the case of transmission of radiation
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Trial Solution
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
n for CdSb
a
Equation for Solution
n = 4.665 + (0.017 + 0.001)
a
n = 4.700 + 0.001
a
n = 4.700 - (0.015 + 0.001)
a
n = 4.785 - (0.038 + 0.001)
a
n = 4.765 - (0.052 + 0.001)
a
n = 4.850 - (0.086 + 0.001)
a
Trial Solution
B-I
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
n b for CdSb
Equation for Solution
n b = 4.405 + (0.051 .+ 0.001)
n b = 4.420 + (0.034 + 0.001)
n b = 4.405 + (0.022 + 0.001)
nb = 4.460 + 0.001
nb = 4.465 - (0.015 + 0.001)
nb = 4.465 - (0.031 + 0.001)
n b = 4.465 - (0.046 + 0.001)
Table 4. I. Equations describing the trial solutions
of n a and nb versus A for CdSb from data
obtained from a 32.5 _ thick sample.
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t
b
Trial Solution
A' -1
A' -2
A' -3
A' -4
A' -5
A' -6
n for CdSb
a
Equation for Solution
n a - 4.735 + (0.014 +. 0.0011
n = 4.705 + 0.001
a
na = 4.755 - (0.022 +_ 0.0011 A
mn a 4.745 - (0.038 + 0.0011 )_
n a ", 4.820 - (0.062 +_ 0.0011 ),
n a = 4.800 - (0.077 +_ 0.0011 _,
Trial Solution
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
n for CdSb
C
Equation for Solution
n = 4.485 + (0.041 + 0.001) )_
C
n = 4.520 + (0.021 + 0.001) X
C -
n = 4.560 + 0.001 )_
C
n = 4.505 - (0.012 + 0.001)
C
n = 4.535 - (0.031 + 0.0011
C
n = 4.560 - (0.041 + 0.001)
C
Table 4.2. Equations describing the trial solutions
of n and n versus A for CdSb from data
a c
obtained from a 29.5 g thick sample.
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polarized parallel to a crystal axis (i.e., the polarizers both
aligned along the same crystal axis) the order of the maxima
was given by N = 2nid/A. Now for the case of crossed polarizers
_h_o_d_of_h_.i_i_isgive.byM -2l_i _Jld/_ The
minima rather than the maxima is used for convenience in comparing
the expressions. Since the anlsotropiesin refractive index are
of the order of 5 or I0_, there is a factor of 10 or 20 reduction
in the order of the interference observed. Thus on the same
sample where a 15 th or 20 th order maxima was observed at long
wavelengths with parallel polarizers, a first order maxima or
minima will be observed with crossed polarizers in the same wave-
length range. In many cases it was necessary to make thicker
samples, 50 or 75 g, to observe interference phenomena in the
longer wavelength region. For the crossed polarizer interference
the order of the extrema could be unambiguously identified by
the movement of the interference effects with changes in thick-
ness. Many samples were available for these measurements since
the rejects from the parallel interference measurements, those
with insufficient parallelism, were perfectly good for this
experiment.
For the a-b plane of CdSb the transmission of many samples
between crossed polarizers was observed. Analysis of the data
_how.dl_ -_[=o b_._=i_11yoons=_=_=_h_v_lu_02S0
+ .010 over the wavelength range of 3 to 15 microns. In order
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for the experimental data to fit this criteria the slopes of
the variation of n a and nb with A must agree to within 0.001.
From Table 4.1 there are two pairs of trial solutions which fit
the slope matching criteria namely A-2 with B-4 having essentially
zero slope and A-3 with B-5 having - 0.015 slope. For all
other pairs of trial solutions the slopes, with experimental
error considered, differ by more than 0.001. The pair A-2 with
B-4 has a value of (n a -nb) of 0.24 while the pair A-3 with
B-5 has a value of (n a -nb) of 0.235. The data does not enable
the unique determination of the correct n i curves but narrows
the choice to two possible curves for each axis.
In a similar manner, samples of CdSb cut to contain the
a-c plane were examined with crossed polarizers. The observed
interference effects showed tna - nc to be essentially constant
q
from 3 to 14 _ in wavelength at a value of 0.150 + 0.020. To
exhibit this behavior the slopes of the n and n versus
a c
solutions must agree to within 0.002. Examination of Table 4.2
shows that only two pairs of lines satisfy this criteria and
they are A'-2 with C-3 and A'-4 with C-6. For A'-2 with C-3,
Ina - n c - 0.145 while for A'-4 with C-6, Ina - nc I" 0.175.
! l
Again the data on Ina - ncl has lead to two possible solutions
rather than a unique one.
However, the value of n a should not depend on which plane
the a-b or the a-c is used for the measurement. For the a-b
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plane the following acceptable solutions for n
a
were obtained
A-2 n = 4.700 + 0.001
a
IA-3 n a 4.700 - (0.015 +. 0.001) _.
For the a-c plane the
obtained
following acceptable solutions for n
a
were
A'-2 n - 4.705 + 0.001
a
A' -4
n a - 4.785 - (0.038 + 0.001) A.
Forcing na from both determinations to be equal allows the
identification of A-2 or A'-2 as the correct value for n
a
This in turn identifies B-4 and C-3 as the correct solutlons
for nb and n c. The closeness of n a from A-2 and A'-2 increases
the confidence in the accuracy of the measurements.
The obtained refractive indices for CdSb are essentially
independent of wavelength between 3 and 15 microns• To an
accuracy of + 1% the values are n a - 4.70, n b - 4.46, and
n c - 4.56. M. Zavetova 1 who has determined the refractive
indices in the neighborhood of the absorption edge has obtained
at 3 microns wavelength the values n a = 4.78, nb - 4.57, and
n - 4.50.
C These results would be in quite close agreement
with those obtained here if axes b and c were interchanged.
The orientation of all samples used to determine the ni's for
CdSb was checked and no errors were found•
The refractive indices of ZnSb were found by the use of the
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same two interference phenomena. First transmission fringes
were obtained for the b and c axes for radiation polarized
parallel to each axis using a 53 _ thick sample. For each axis
about 27 maxima were observed in the wavelength range of 7.5
to 13 _. The reason so many extrema were discernible was due
to the high parallelism of the sample. The peaks were very
high and sharp and could be isolated even when closely spaced
for _ of 9 _ or less. From this data, nine trial solutions
were obtained for both n b and n c versus A. Using data, from
this sample and other b-c samples, obtained with crossed
Inb was obtained which enabledpolarizers, information on - n c
n b and n c to be determined uniquely from the trial curves. The
solutions identified as the correct ones are
n b - 4.22 + (0.003 + 0.0005)
n - 4.31 - (0.0005 + 0.0005) _.
c
Both n b and nc are very close to being independent of _ and may
be taken as such for all practical purposes.
On a 70.5 _ thick sample that also had very high parallelism
and was cut to contain the a and b axes, transmission fringes
were obtained for radiation polarized along the a axis. This
sample had the highest parallelism that was attained in the course
of these experiments. The taper in its thickness was about 1
micron per cm. The fringes were sharp and of a high quality.
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This tends to show that parallelism is a more important parameter
than small thickness in obtaining transmission fringes for
radiation polarized parallel to an axis. From the observed
maxima, eleven trial solutions of n versus A were obtained.
a
The correct solution was obtained by comparing the trial solutions
tO the known solutions for _ and n c with data on [n a - nb[ and
obtained from a-b and a-c samples respectively and enabled the
correct solution for n a to be determined uniquely. The value
of n a obtained was na = 4.50 + (0.001 + 0.0005) A.
For ZnSb the experimental values of n i are essentially
independent of wavelength and to an accuracy of + I% are given
m
by n a - 4.51, nb = 4.25, and n c - 4.30. Komiya, Masumoto, and
Fan 2 have measured the refractive index of ZnSb and find the
- 5 11, - 4 58, and n - 4.65 at a wavelengthvalues to be n a " nb " c
of I0 microns. Their data shows a slight linear variation of
the ni's with wavelength between 4 to 25 microns. Although
their results disagree numerically with those obtained here, it
is interesting to note the size order is the same for both,
that is, na > n c > nb.
The refractive indices reported by Komiya, Masumoto, and Fan 2
are about 10% higher than those obtained in this work. They
obtained their data by the observation of interference effects
on thin samples with radiation polarized along each axis. They
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do not give the thickness of their samples or how they deter-
mined the order of each fringe. From their data, their samples
would have had to be 2 g thick for the first maxima they observed
to be the first order maxima. This would be an extraordinarily
thin sample to handle. The large discrepancy in their results
from those reported here may be due to one of these causes. If
their samples were about 2 _ thick for observation of the first
order fringes, the refractive indices would be extremely sensi-
tive to any errors in thickness measurements. The sample
thickness would be very difficult to measure accurately in this
range and any error could shift the refractive indices obtained
severely. If they did not have samples at this low thickness,
they would not have observed a first order interference and
could have erred in assigning orders to the interference peaks.
This also would lead to incorrect refractive indices. It is
also posslble that the values obtained here are in error despite
careful measurements and crosschecking.
A + 10% change in a refractive index will affect the absorp-
tion coefficient calculation in the following way. For a + 10%
increase in ni, R s - (n i - 1/n i + 1) 2 will have a 107. increase.
The_quantity (I - Rs)2 which enter the relation for transmission
r
through a slab will suffer an 18% increase. Then ad will be
decreased by - 0.16 for an initial n i of 4.50. For a 2 ,,- thick
-1
sample u i would be decreased by 0.80 cm o However, the
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wavelength dependence of a i would not be affected. The increase
in ni by 10% would add a wavelength independent contribution of
-1
- 0.80 cm to the observed absorption coefficient. To first
order a linear variation of ni with wavelength will not affect
the absorption coefficient since R s will remain essentially
wavelength independent.
The effect of a + 10% error in the refractive index on the
experimental results will be the following. The magnitude of
u i the absorption coefficient will be affected by a wavelength
independent contribution of - 0.16/d cm "I
. The slope of a i
versus X2 will not be altered by this error. However, the
effective mass which is determined directly from ui, ai, and R
will be altered. This results from the dependence of u i on n i
and mi in the expression for free carrier absorption discussed
in Appendix 2. A 10% increase in n i will cause a 10% increase
• *.2 *
in (llmi) or a 5% decrease in m i. If such an error were present
in the refractive indices used, a systematic variation would be
observed in the wavelength independent portion of the absorption
coefficient. For the absorption coefficient of an axis measured
on various thickness samples, the wavelength independent portion
of the absorption coefficient would fluctuate by an amount
+ 0.16 (_i - d_ _ cm'lwhere dl and d2 are the sample thicknesses.
Such a variation was not observed in the experimental data. The
background absorption varied randomly rather than systematically.
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4.2 Optical Absorption
The absorption spectrum of each axis of both CdSb and ZnSb
was examined to determine whether or not there is any free
carrier absorption. If found, the free carrier absorption
could be used quantitatively to help determine the effective
masses of the valence band. The optical absorption tensor is
diagonal in the crystal axes coordinate system. The components
of the absorption tensor may be examined indlvldually by
utilizing radiation linearly polarized along each crystal axis.
This is discussed in detail in Appendix 2. In order to obtain
information on the absorption coefficient for the ith axis,
it is only necessary to use radiation linearly polarized to have
its electric vector along axis i.
The procedure used to obtain the absorption coefficients
has been described in detail in Section 3.3. Basically the pro-
cedure co_.sists of obtaining the absolute transmission of the
sample versus wavelength. This is obtained by recording the
thermocouple response with and without the sample present in the
optical path and then dividing the two responses. The absorption
coefficients can then be obtained from the transmission data
using Eq. (3.6) and the experimentally determined refractive
indices.
The experimental data for ZnSb will be presented first.
Figure 4.1 shows u a and ab versus wavelength as was obtained
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from a ZnSb sample that was 0.0992 cm thick with a hole concen-
tration p ffi8.6 x 1016 cm 3. In order to have all three absorp-
tion coefficients displayed, Figure 4.2 shows Ub and Uc versus
obtained from a ZnSb sample 0.108 cm thick with p ffi9.2 x 1016 cm "3
The a-b plane sample was cut from ingot x-1041 while the b-c
plane sample was cut from ingot x-1040o
The absorption edge is indirect and as a result not very
steep. The structure of the absorption edge and some impurity
absorption extend out to about 6 _ microns. The accuracy of the
absorption coefficient is not very good for wavelengths less
than 6 _. This is caused by the long air path of the optical
system and the water vapor absorption bands in the atmosphere
combining to make the thermocouple response highly sensitive to
room conditions. The wavelength range between 14 and 15 _ was
also a region of low accuracy because the source intensity was
very low in that range. This resulted in a very poor signal
to noise ratio in this region.
The two independent determinations of _b from Figure 4ol
and 4.2 agree quite well. The major discrepancies lie in the
region of low accuracy of the optical system° The two curves
differ slightly in the detailed behavior of _b for % less than
6 _. Also in the data from the b-c plane of ZnSb there is an
increase of _b for % between 14 and 15 _ which does not appear
on the data from the a-b plane.
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To analyze the absorption data further it is desirable to
plot u i versus _2. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 shows the absorption
coefficient data from Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, plotted
versus _2. The data in all cases fits a straight line very well
for % greater than 7 microns. For % less than 7 microns the
influence of impurity absorption and the absorption edge dominates
over any _2 dependence which may be there. The slope of the
lines appear to be proportional to carrier concentration as the
slope ratio of the two independent determinations of u b are in
the ratio of the hole concentrations of their respective samples.
For the determination of the slope of the a i versus %2
lines, fifty or more experimental points were available in the
range 50 < _2 < 220 _. The confidence in the slope determination
depended on the extent of scatter present in the set of data.
The regions where large scatter was obtained were rechecked
several times in order to obtain better data. Also the _i's
were each measured on various thickness samples and checked for
consistency. As an example of this, Figure 4.5 shows the
absorption coefficient, Ub, versus wavelength for two samples
of equal carrier concentration and different thicknesses. The
carrier concentration for both was p = 9.2 x 1016 cm "3 and the
T
thicknesses were 0.108 and 0o170 Cmo In each case the slope of
the u i versus _2 curve was independent of sample thickness so
long as the carrier concentrations were equal in the samples.
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This check on the data serves a multiple purpose. It increases
the confidence in the experimental values of the refractive
index used to convert the transmission data to absorption data.
It confirms the validity of the use of Eq. (3.6) to convert from
transmission data to absorption data. It also serves to con-
firm the accuracy of the experimental procedures used. The
agreement of ub versus A2 from two sample planes, the a-b and
the b-c, confirms the accuracy of the experimental procedures
also. By the reproducibility observed in the data and consid-
eration of errors in the optical system discussed in Section
3.3, the accuracy in the absolute value of u i for 7 < A < 14
is + 5_ but the slope of u i versus A2 can be determined to
+ 2%.
m
To determine the dependence of the absorption on hole con-
centration, measurements were made on doped samples of ZnSb
grown by P. Shaver° 3 The results of the absorption measure-
ments on the a and b axes are shown in Figure 406 where the
slope of u i versus _2, that was obtained, is plotted as the
ordinate while hole concentration is plotted as the abcissao
Similar data was not taken for the c axis due to lack of suit-
able material. For the data shown the accuracy of p is + 5%
and the accuracy of the slope determination
lines have also been drawn through the data°
data to a straight line is quite good and
is + 2%. Straight
The fit of the
indicates that the
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slopes of the absorption versus %2 curves varies linearly with
hole concentration.
The characteristics of the data indicate that free carrier
absorption is the dominant process in the wavelength range of
7 to 15 microns. As discussed in Appendix 2, free carrier
absorption for an ellipsoidal valence band maximum oriented
along the crystal axes is described for each axis by
(2v) 2 niC3eo mi
(4.1)
In Eq. (4.1) e is the electronic charge, c is the speed of
light, s° is the permittivity of free space, and mi is the
effective mass in the ith direction. In addition, _i is the
th
relaxation time in the i direction and the brackets < > are
defined by
-E/_T
fo E3/2 G e dE
< G > = ® , _E/kBT o (4.2)
fo E3/2 e dE
In Eq. (4.2), E is the energy of a hole in this case, k B is
Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature°
Equation (4.2) is valid for non-degenerate material which all of
the grown and used material was. The linear behavior at u i with
_2 and p has been confirmed experimentally° From these observa-
tions the portion of the absorption data which varies linearly
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with %2 can be attributed to free carrier absorption with a
good deal of certainty. The possibility of a degenerate
valence band or multiple valence bands contributing interband
absorption to that observed is not discounted and will be
discussed at the end of this chapter.
In addition to the free carrier contribution of the
absorption coefficient there is a wavelength independent con-
tribution present in all of the data taken in this study.
While the slope of a i versus _2 was quite reproducible from
sample to sample, the wavelength independent portion was not.
This contribution might be explained by the following two
effects. First, bulk defects such as low angle grain bound-
aries may produce wavelength independent scattering which
would appear as a radiation loss or absorption. The second
and more likely cause is that the presence of the sample in
the optical path slightly defocuses the thermocouple-ellipsoidal
mirror subsystem in the optical system. The system was brought
to a very delicate focus with the sample absent and a slight
defocusing would appear as a wavelength independent light loss.
Similar absorption measurements were made on undoped
p-type CdSb. The values of a a, ab, and Uc obtained are plotted
versus _2 on Figure 4.7. All of the CdSb samples were cut from
ingot x-1014 whose carrier concentration was p ffi3ol x 1016.
The hole concentrationwas measured for each region from which
96
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samples were cut and found to be uniform over the ingot. The
data for ab and ac shown in Figure 4°7 was obtained from a b-c
plane sample 0.265 cm thick. The change in u a with A was very
slight on the initial samples measured• In fact, an increase
in u with _ could not be detected.
a
The small value of a
a
allowed a thick sample 0•915 cm to be used to determine the
variation of u with A. The data from this sample almost 1 cm
a
thick is shown in Figure 4.7.
The absorption coefficients for CdSb follow a linear rela-
tion with _2 quite well in the range 7 < A < 15 _. The slope
and magnitude of the a b data was checked in the a-b and the
b-c planes and found to agree very well° In addition the data
for aa, Ub, and u c was measured on several samples of different
thickness and found to agree.
The experimental values of the free carrier absorption•
the portion of the absorption coefficient varying linearly with
%2, were obtained to an accuracy of + 2%. For ZnSb the values
m
obtained are u a 1 55 A2m-I with p ffi8 6 x 1016 cm -3 ubo • •
0.55 _2m'l with p = 9.2 x 1016 cm -3, and _ ffi2.75 _2 m'l with
C
p ffi9.2 x 1016 cm "3 For the values given, _ is in microns
Similarly for CdSb the values obtained are u a 0.20 _2 -1= m ,
ub ffi0.50 _2m'1 and _ = 1.95 %2m-1 all with p = 3.1 x 1016 cm "3
' C
and _ in microns.
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4.3 Conductivity and Hall Effect
The main purpose of the conductivity and Hall measurements
is to give additional information about the optical absorption
samples. Then the optical absorption, the electrical conduc-
tivity, and the Hall coefficient all pertaining to the same
sample region can be used to extract information concerning
the parameters of that sample region. For this reason the con-
ductivity and Hall samples were cut from slices which, in the
original ingot, sandwiched the slices used for optical absorp-
tion measurements. That is, each optical absorption sample
had its adjacent slices cut into oriented electrical samples.
3
From symmetry considerations discussed by Shaver, the
electrical conductivity of both semiconductors is a diagonal
tensor in the crystal axes coordinate system. While crystal
symmetry and Onsager symmetry considerations allow three inde-
pendent Hall coefficients, namely, Rabc, _ca' and Rcab, the
experimentally observed Hall coefficient was isotropic within
experimental error. This is in agreement with the experimental
data of others, as related in Chapter Io
In order to determine the electrical parameters of a given
region, measurements were made on several electrical samples
cut from the same region of material° The data was handled in
the following way. The experimental value is taken as the mean
of the values measured on the set of like samples_ The mean of
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o
a set of N values xi is defined as
E x i
-- i
X =
N °
The standard deviation or rms deviation of the set of N values
x I is defined as
F 1/2
D
In the electrical data taken, there were from six to twelve
samples involved in determining each parameter. The number of
samples is too small to Justify any rigorous application of
statistics to determine the probable error. Therefore the
standard deviation of the data will be taken directly, as a
measure of the probable error in the values.
In Section 3.4 mention was made of the problem of irrever-
sible changes in hole concentration occurring when electrical
contacts were soldered to the sample. This would help to
account for the fact that the standard deviation or probable
error in the electrical data obtained from samples cut from
adjacent material was higher than the accuracy of the measure-
ments would predict.
Random increases in hole concentration would introduce a
systematic error into the electrical data° That is, the mean
I00
conductivity would be higher than that of the unheated optical
samples while the mean Hall constant would be lower. If the
hole concentration was increased in the samples randomly, the
standard deviation in the Hall mobility _H' defined as oR,
should be less than the standard deviations of o and R. The
carrier concentration changes would affect both o and R directly
but would have much less effect on the individual carrier's
mobility.
Some of the data showed evidence for the presence of such
a systematic error. For the electrical data describing the b
axis of the ZnSb a-b samples, the standard deviation of ab was
7%, the standard deviation of R was 9%, and that of _H was 5%.
Here the standard deviation of _H is clearly less than the
standard deviations of a and Ro This behavior indicative of a
systematic error occurred in 1/3 of the data sets obtained.
Further evidence for a systematic error was given by the
behavior of the electrical data from the b-c plane ZnSb samples.
This sample had a relatively large carrier concentration° It
is expected that small changes in carrier concentration which
would affect the properties of samples with lower carrier con-
centrations would not affect the properties of this sample°
The experimental data which was obtained did support this state-
ment. The standard deviation for a was 3%, that for R was 1%,
and that for _H was 4%° These standard deviations or probable
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errors are near those which would be expected from the measuring
techniques. In fact, the standard deviation for R is lower than
the value of 2_ which would be predicted from the measuring
techniques.
The remainder of the data was inconclusive as to the
presence of a systematic error. Typical was the c-axis of CdSb,
for which the standard deviation in o was 7%, that in R was 6_,
and that in _H was 8%. The standard deviation of _H is neither
markedly smaller than the standard deviation in o and R nor is
it as large as the sum of the standard deviations of o and Ro
Thus the error seems neither entirely correlated or entirely
uncorrelated. This behavior occurred in almost 1/2 of the data
taken.
For two of the sets of samples for which the standard devia-
tion was high, the measurements were repeated a month later and
the changes noted. The increased carrier concentration caused
by heating would have annealed out to be at most 25% of their
initial value in this time interval. This estimate is based on
measurements made by Shaver 3 on carrier precipitation phenomena
in undoped ZnSb. The mean of the conductivity values in each
set decreased by 2% from its original value° The standard
deviation of o decreased from 7% to 6%° Similarly for R, the
mean increased by 2% and the standard deviation decreased from
6% to 5%. This data shows that the systematic part of the error
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P °
is of the order of 3% of the electrical conductivity and Hall
coefficient.
Thus the evidence shows some systematic error present in
both o and R for the samples
carrier concentration ZnSb.
from material other than the high
Just how much systematic error is
present and how to best correct for it is not clear. One
problem is that the number of measurements involved is not
enough to justify the use of statistics in their interpretation.
The effect on our results of a systematic error in the data
will be investigated here. The overall objective of the experi-
ments is to obtain the effective mass parameters and the relaxa-
tion time coefficients. Consider the effect of a + 4% error in
°i and a - 4% error in R, i.e., a systematic 4% error in p.
This represents a generous estimate of the systematic error
present considering the discussion above of the shift in mean
*2
values of the data with time. The analysis shows that m. is
i
directly proportional to (R2eiai)'I where _i is the free carrier
absorption relative to axis i. A systematic error of 4% in p
*2 *
would then cause a + 4% error in m. or about a + 2% error in m..
l i
For the relaxation coefficients A i, the analysis shows A 2i to be
proportional to (oi/_i). A systematic error of + 4% in carrier
concentration would then lead to an error of about + 2% in A..
l
Thus the systematic error, if present, is of little significance
in the ultimate use of the data, namely, the determination of
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the mi's and the Ai's.
As a result of the inconclusive evidence of a systematic
error• and the small effect it would have on the effective
masses and relaxation time coefficients, the data will not be
corrected for a systematic error.
taken as the standard deviation of
The error limits will be
the experimental data. The
standard deviation of the experimental data contains a contri-
butlon from the measurement errors• a contribution from the
variation of the systematic error from its mean, and a contri-
bution from sample inhomogenieties. The standard deviation of
the conductivity data was 7% for the majority of the sets of 6
samples. The standard deviation of the Hall coefficient was
6% for the majority of the sets of 12 samples. Thus the pre-
dicted accuracy of the oi's will be + 7% and that of the R's
will be + 6%. This will lead to accuracy limits on the effec-
m
rive masses and relaxation times which will be generous enough
to enclose the small systematic error which seems to be present.
The experimental values of oi and R for ZnSb at room
temperature, 294°K, and pertaining to the optical samples for
which data have previously been given are given here. For the
a-b optical sample, oa 3.33 (ohm-cm) -I= , ob = 2.25 (ohm-cm) "I
and R I 86 (cm3/coul). For the b-c optical sample• ob = 2.30
(ohm-cm) -I = 5.90 (ohm-cm) "I and R = 80 (cm3/coul) As
• 0 c 2 "
previously stated the conductivities and Hall coefficients have
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an expected accuracy of + 7% and + 6%, respectively.
m
The Hall
mobilities are somewhat lower (about 30?,) than those obtained
by Shaver 3 on similar samples. The conductivity ratio obtained
here for ZnSb of Oa:Ob:Oc = 1.55:1.00:2.56 agrees very well with
3
that reported by Shaver of Oa:Ob:O c = 1.50:1.00:2.50. Shaver
is the only one who has reported in the literature the conduc-
tivity along identified axes for ZnSb.
For CdSb, all the optical samples came from the same ingot
which had transport properties uniform within experimental error.
The experimental values at 294°K for the CdSb samples are o ffi
a
0 60 (obm-cm)'l, °b 0.84 (ohm-cm)'l = 0.52 (ohm-cm)'l
. = , 0 c '
and R = 240 (cm3/coul). The expected accuracy is + 77. for oi
and + 67. for R. The conductivity ratio is Oa:Ob:O c 1.15:1.62:
1.00. The conductivity ratios reported in the literature are
4
Oa:Ob:Oc = 1.10:2.23:1.00 by Andronik and Kot, Oa:Ob:O c =
5
• :1.6:2.6:1.0 by Kawasaki and Tanaka, and Oa.O b oc = 1.09:1.45:1 00
by Ermanis and Miller. 6 The values quoted here have in common
the property that ob > °a > °c in agreement with the data
obtained here. Also the magnitude of the conductivity ratios
obtained are within the limits of those reported in the litera-
ture.
The large deviation in the conductivity ratio for CdSb
from the literature must be discussed further. None of the
works, references 4, 5, and 6, give any details of the measurement
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techniques used. Presumably the values were all obtained from
d.c. electrical measurements• If extreme care was not taken
to insure against temperature gradients in the samples, the
large thermoelectric effects in this material would cause the
results to be in error. This may be part of the cause of the
large discrepancies in the values. The conductivity ratio
of Andronik and Kot 4 was obtained at 90°K where some ionized
impurity scattering may have altered the anisotropy due to
acoustic phonon scattering which is dominant at room temperature.
The conductivity ratio of Kawasaki and Tanaka was obtained
at 250°K on very pure samples with carrier concentrations
p = 3 x 1015 cm "3. At this temperature for this carrier concen-
tration the material is very near to its intrinsic region° Also
the problem of irreversible changes in carrier concentration is
extremely severe in very pure samples° In addition, these
samples were cycled over a large temperature range in the course
of the measurements. Each of these points is capable of
explaining an altered conductivity ratio of the Kawasaki-Tanaka
material.
The conductivity ratio of Ermanis and Miller was obtained
1018 -3from samples with p = cm at room temperature° In samples
with carrier concentrations in this range the effects of carrier
concentration changes on heating would not be noticableo The
conductivity ratio reported by Ermanis and Miller is the one in
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closest agreement with that measured in this work. Thus the
literature is not at all in agreement about the true values of
the conductivity ratios of CdSb, and the measured values found
here will have to be accepted with the consideration that care
was taken to minimize the expected parasitic errors°
4.4 Determination of the Effective Masses
The free carrier absorption, Hall effect, and electrical
conductivity measurements can now be used to obtain the effec-
Beforerive masses for the valence band of ZnSb and CdSb.
this can be done several points must be discussed.
The magnetoresistance measurements performed on ZnSb by
Shaver 3 and on CdSb by Frei, et al, 7 show that the valence
band energy ellipsoids lie along the crystallographic axes.
The number of ellipsoids is not determined° This allows the
expressions for the transport properties of a general ellipsoid
to be adopted directly to ZnSb and CdSb by identifying the
crystal axes with the ellipsoid axes. This same fact dictates
the form of the free carrier absorption discussed in Appendix 2.
The expressions for the electrical conductivity and Hall
3
coefficient are from Shaver
[/o a 0 0
o °b 0 7\ 0 0 o c
(4.3)
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where
and
2
pe < _i >
oi ffi , (4.4)
m.
l
1 < _i_i >
Rijk - P < _i >< _j > " (4.5)
In Eq. (4.5) Rij k is the Hall coefficient defined by E 1 ffi
RijkJjB k where Ei is the electric field in the i direction,
Jj is the electric current density in the j direction, and
Bk is the magnetic flux density in the k direction. The
expressions are valid in the extrinsic region for p-type
material. In Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), T. is the relaxation time
1
for the i direction and the average value brackets are defined
by Eq. (4.2).
The expression for free carrier absorption is from Appendix 2
where u
a
a = _b (4.6)
0 0 c
is given by Eq. (4.1) which will be repeated here
_i ffi Pe 2 %2 , __
(2_)2nic3_ m.0 i
(4.1)
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The effective masses, the mi's appearing in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.1)
are the sought after parameters.
To proceed any further, information about the form of
the relaxation time tensor is necessary. The measurements per-
formed by Shaver 3 on ZnSb and by Andronik and Kot 8 on CdSb show
the Hall coefficient and the thermoelectric power to be isotropic
3
in the extrinsic p region. From this fact Shaver has shown
that the relaxation time tensor must have a factorable energy
dependence, that is, its most general form must be
0• = Ab
0 0
E "s . (4.7)
In Eq. (4.7) the Ai's are constants but the relaxation time
can be anisotropic in that A i does not have to equal Aj.
In the set of equations given by Eqs. (4.3), (4.5), (4.6)
and (4.7) there are eight unknown quantities, namely, m a, mb,
mc, p, Aa, _, Ac, and s. The experimental measurements provide
seven quantities for the equations, namely, the three conduc-
tivities, the three free carrier absorption coefficients, and
the Hall coefficient. One additional piece of information is
necessary to extract the desired information from the measure-
ments.
The energy dependence of the relaxation time, the parameter
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s in Eq. (4.7) can be obtained from the temperature dependence
of the electrical conductivity in the extrinsic range or the
mobility. For both materials the hole mobility varies as T -3/2
with temperature. This behavior has been observed in ZnSb by
Shaver 3 and in CdSb by Andronik and Kot 8 and by Gusev and
Rakin. 9 As discussed by Smith I0 and Ziman II the T "3/2 depen-
dence of the mobility indicates that acoustic phonon scattering
is the dominant scattering process in these materials. For
acoustic phonon scattering the energy dependence of the relaxa-
tion time is given by s ffi1/2.
By using s ffi1/2 for the energy dependence of the relaxa-
tion time, the experimental data can be used with the above
equations to yield the m?'s and the A.'s. The average value
l l
brackets associated with • and defined by Eqo (4.2) can now be
evaluated to yield
<_i >=
3 (_T) I/2
(4.8a)
i 8 12 (4o8b)
< _i_i > 3_
> 8
< _i >< _j
(4.8c)
Table 4.3 shows the experimental data assembled for ZnSb and
CdSb. Table 4.4 shows the effective masses and relaxation
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time coefficients obtained from the experimental data and
Eqs. (4.1), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.8). From the errors in the
experimental results previously discussed the mi's and the
A i 's should be accurate to + 10%.m
The experimental values from Table 4.4 show the relaxa-
tion time to be anisotropic. It is interesting to note that
for ZnSb, A
a
is approximately equal to A .
C
In ZnSb there are
very strong cleavage planes perpendicular to the a and c axes.
For CdSb this symmetry in the Ai's is not observed and also
the cleavage plane perpendicular to the c axis is not as strong
as that perpendicular to the a axis. The observations on the
cleavage planes are made from experience in handling and
cutting the material. There may be a connection between the
bond strength and the relaxation time in the various directions
through the velocity of sound since the scattering is presum-
ably via acoustic phonons.
There is slight symmetry to the experimental effective
mass values for ZnSb and CdSb. The values for m for each
c
material are quite close being 0.34 m° for ZnSb and 0.44 m°
CdSb. The mass of a free electron is designated by m
o
ZnSb m b is the largest effective mass, while for CdSb ma is
the largest. The a and b axes seem to switch roles in the
materials in that for ZnSb o_ = 2 m a
for
For
and for CdSb m a = 2 mb.
The actual numbers are close to one another as well as Just
their ratios.
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The number of extrema in the valence band can be deter-
mined from the comparison of experimental thermoelectric power
with the value predicted by the experimental effective masses.
12
From Smith, the thermoelectric power for nondegenerate p-type
material is given by
P ----e - + _n (4.9)
where
. x3/2#,
Nv
- 2N \f2_md_T/h ) (4.10)
In Eqo (4.10), N is the density of states in the valence
V
band, N the number of equivalent maxima, h is Planck's constant,
,
and m d is the density of states effective mass defined by
*3 * * *
m d = mambm c-
For ZnSb, Shaver 3 has measured a thermoelectric power of
430 _V/°K for a sample with p ffi4.0 x 1017 cm'3 at room tempera-
3
ture. According to Shaver, this experimental value is accurate
to + 3%. There are no other reliable measurements of the
thermoelectric power of ZnSb in the literature. The other
measurements in the literature are either on polycrystalline
material or on undoped ZnSb which has been held at high tempera-
tures long enough so that the initial carrier concentration
data has no bearing on the thermoelectric data°
When the experimental effective mass values are used to
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calculate the thermoelectric power for a hole concentration
of p - 4 x 1017 cm "3 at room temperature, the value 454 _V/°K
is obtained for N = i and the value 514 _V/°K for N ffi2. As
the accuracy of the effective mass parameters is expected to
be + 10% and the hole concentration + 7% (from Shaver3), the
m
corresponding accuracy in the predicted thermoelectric power
should be + 18 _V/°K. The value of the thermoelectric power
m
predicted for a single extremum, 454 + 18 _V/°K is quite close
to Shaver's 3 experimental value 430 + 13 _V/°K. The accuracy
limits of the two values overlap. The value of the predicted
thermoelectric power for two extrema in the valence band,
514 + 18 _V/°K is considerably higher than the experimental
value.
The effect of a systematic error in the effective mass
values on the predicted thermoelectric power values will be
investigated here. Consider a + 5% systematic error in each m i.
The density of states effective mass would in turn have an
error of ÷ 5% resulting in an error in N of + 7.5%.
v
The pre-
dicted thermoelectric power would then be 6 _V/°K higher than
it should be without the systematic error. This is about a - 1%
error in the predicted thermoelectric power. The presence of a
small systematic error in the effective masses caused by carrier
concentration increases in the electrical samples will thus be
of little significance to the determination of the number of
extrema in the valence band.
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For CdSb, there is more data on the thermoelectric power
of single crystal material than for ZnSb° However, most of
this data is sketchy and incomplete. The thermoelectric power
and carrier concentrations are not given for the same sample,
or if both quantities are given for a sample, they were
measured at different temperatures. The data of Andronik and
Kot 8 differs from the rest of the literature in that it is
both very recent and complete. They have measured the Hall
coefficient and an isotropic thermoelectric power for several
samples. Their data will be used to determine the number of
valence band maxima in CdSb by comparison of theoretical and
experimental thermoelectric power values.
1015 -3 AndronikFor a sample at 200°K with p = 4.4 x cm ,
and Kot 8 obtained a thermoelectric power of 790 + 20 _V/°Ko
u
For a similar sample, the effective mass values obtained here
predict a value of 812 + 18 _V/°K for N = i and 872 + 18 _V/°K
for N = 2. At 200°K with p ffi1.6 x 1016 cm "3, Andronik and
Kot 8 measured a value of 705 + 20 _V/°K while the predicted
m
values are 700 + 18 _v/°K for N = 1 and 760 + 18 _V/°K for N = 2.
On a third sample with p = 2.2 x 1017 cm -3 at the same tempera-
ture, the predicted values are 474 + 18 _V/_ for N = I and
534 + 18 _V/°K for N = 2 as compared to an experimentally
measured value 8 of 440 + 20 _V/°K. In each case, the experi-
mental value and the predicted value for N = I agree within
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their accuracy limits. In each case, the predicted value for
N = 2 is considerably higher than the experimental value.
For both materials, the predicted thermoelectric power
values for a single extremumare in good agreement with experi-
mental values. This does not constitute positive evidence
that there is a single maximum in the valence band° However,
there is certainly evidence to suspect that both materials
have a single maximum in their valence bands. The consequences
of this conclusion will be pursued further in the next sections.
The first Brillouin zone of ZnSb and CdSb is a rectangular
parallelepiped centered
aligned along the axes.
on the origin of k-space with edges
Associating the real space coordinates
x, y, z with the unit cell edges a, b, c, respectively, the
first Brillouin zone has dimensions 2_/a, 2_/b, 2_/c in the
kx, ky, k z directions. The point group symmetry of both com-
pounds is essentially three perpendicular mirror planes° Since
the extremumellipsoid has its axes along the k-space axes,
the maximum can occur in k-space at the origin _ (0, 0, 0),
the zone corner, R IV v
a' b'
x o. (o.
-)c , or the center of the zone faces
or Z 0, 0, c ° Both Khartsiev 13 and
Frei and Velicky 14 have shown that group theory will allow E(k)
to have zero gradient in all three directions at the points
and R, and not at X, Y, or Zo
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15Stevenson has observed cyclotron resonance in both p-type
ZnSb and p-type CdSb. The experiments were done at liquid
helium temperatures and across the gap optical excitation of
carriers was necessary to observe the resonance. When a filter
passing only photons of energy 0.20 V or less was used on the
optical excitation source, the resonance was not observed.
Stevenson was unable to determine the charge sign of the carrier
causing the resonance experimentally. He obtained the effective
= = 0.146 m for ZnSb and
mass values ma = 0.175 mo, c o
ma = mc = 0.159 mo, mb = 0.140 m° for CdSbo The acceptor
levels are from 0.005 to 0.008 ev away from the valence band
in both materials. 3'16 In CdSb the donor levels are about 0.27
to 0.30 ev away from the conduction band 17 and in ZnSb the donor
levels are even farther away as the material cannot be made
n-type. The observed resonances seem most likely due to elec-
trons and not relevant for comparison with those obtained here.
15Stevenson states that the reason he could not see the hole
resonance is because the hole relaxation time was too short or
the hole effective mass values put the resonance outside the
range of his equipment.
All other determinations of the effective mass parameters
in the literature are based on transport properties alone° The
effective mass and relaxation time cannot be uncoupled by low
frequency transport measurements alone. Thus the other mass
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determinations are, in reality, determinations of < _i > /ml
rather than of effective masses. The agreement of the trans-
port results with others in the literature was discussed in
Section 4.3
If the valence band
two bands are occupied by holes
carrier absorption data will be
is degenerate at the extremum or if
the interpretation of the free
in error. In Si and Ge at
k _ 0, the valence band consists of a fourfold degenerate state
with spin and a twofold degenerate state below split off by spin
18 _
orbit interaction. Therefore the valence band of Si and Ge
is actually composed of three bands, since the fourfold state
splits into two bands for k _ 0, rather than a slngle band.
Optical transitions are allowed between bands for k _ 0 as well
as transitions within a given band. In Ge the structure of the
valence band causes the free carrier absorption to deviate from
a simple A2 dependence and to become a series of peaks and
valleys. 19 In Si where the split off band is not as far removed
from the other band the free carrier absorption does not show
any structure but follows a linear dependence on A2 20o Thus
the A2 dependence of the free carrier absorption observed for
ZnSb and CdSb is not enough to insure a simple valence band for
these materials. If interband transitions as well as intraband
transitions are contributing to the absorption in this energy
range, the simple interpretation used in this work is in error.
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If intraband transitions from more than one band are contrib-
uting to the absorption, the effective masses obtained pertain
to some properly weighted average of the properties of the
bands involved rather than to the properties of a single band.
The experimental data shows the extremum to be at either
r or R. Frel and Vellcky 14 have shown that in the spinless
case, only one dimensional representations are possible at P
and only two dimensional representations are possible at R.
The point group of the material contains inversion so that all
states must be doubly degenerate with spin considered. In the
spin case Frei and Velicky 14 have shown that only two dimen-
sional representations are possible at both_ and R. Thus
the valence band extremumcannot be degenerate other than for
The possibility of a degenerate valence band is ruled
The Hall coefficient of a p-type material where more than
one type of hole is present is not independent of magnetic
22
field. For CdSb and ZnSb over wide ranges of temperature
and magnetic field strength, the Hall coefficient is found to
be independent of magnetic field. 3'23 Thus it is quite likely
that in each only one type of hole is present to contribute to
the transport properties. The possibility exists of there
being a valence band several _T from the highest valence band
which will not affect transport properties but will affect
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optical absorption. If such interband transitions were to
contribute to the absorption, the affect would probably be
strong and would not behave linearly with _2o
There appears to be quite a bit of evidence to Justify
the use of a simple, one type of hole, model that has been
used here.
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CHAPTER V. MEASUREMENTS ON CdxZnl_xSb
ALLOYS AND INTERPRETATION
5.1 Optical Absorption
From consideration of the effective masses of ZnSb and
CdSb it was decided to investigate the a and b axes of the
alloy system. Investigating all three axes thoroughly would
have required an excessive amount of time. Thus an effort
was made to choose the area where the results would be most
,
interesting. For CdSb and ZnSb, m c is very similar in that
in both cases it is not only the smallest mass but also almost
numerically equal in the two compounds. On the other hand, m
a
and m b seem to change roles as the largest and second largest
mass in each material. More changes seem to be occurring
along the a and b than along the c axis in the transition from
ZnSb to CdSb.
Regions of alloy ingots were oriented and cut perpendicular
to the c axis. Then the length of the c axis was measured and
used to determine the composition of the region° A linear
variation was confirmed by wet chemical analysis° The c axis
was the closest major axis to the growth axis for all of the
ingots. Thus the c axis was almost perpendicular to the planes
of constant composition due to the mechanics of the crystal
growth. The maximum change in alloy composition would be
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m
expected to occur along the c axis with the composition re-
maining constant along the a and b axes° As discussed in
Section 2.3, there is present a variation in composition along
the growth axis of less than I% per Cmo To minimize the
effect of such composition gradients on the measurements, all
measurements were taken on samples cut from an ingot region
6 or 7 mm long. This permitted the cutting of three slices.
The center slice was used for optical measurements and the
adjacent slices were used for electrical measurements.
For purposes of both cutting the electrical samples and
orienting the electric field for the optical measurements, it
was necessary to know the directions of the crystal axes,
a and b, in the slice plane. This was accomplished in the
following way. First a Laue photograph was made of the slice
along the c axis° Then the directions of the twofold axes
were transferred from the photograph to the slice° A small
flat was cut near the edge of the slice parallel to the c and
one of the twofold axes and perpendicular to the other twofold
axis. Using the flat surface, the lattice constant of the axis
perpendicular to the flat surface could be determined° This
immediately determined the identity of this axis as a or b as
the two do not overlap for any compositions° The size of the
lattice parameter could then be used as a check on the alloy
composition.
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b
There was not enough time or material available to measure
the refractive indices of the alloy samples. The changes in
refractive index from ZnSb to CdSb are not very large. As
determined experimentally, for ZnS_ n a ffi4o51 and n b = 4.25,
while for CdSb, n a - 4.70 and n b s 4046. Arbitrarily, the
2
dielectric constant, K i = nl, was taken to vary linearly
across the composition range. This approximation should be
sufficiently accurate for interpretation of the transmission
data. Thus the refractive indices determined from the linear
approximation to the variation of the dielectric constants
will be used to convert the transmission data to absorption
data.
Using the same optical system and techniques used on ZnSb
and CdSb, the transmission versus wavelength data was obtained
for the a and b axes of 8 samples of CdxZnl_xSbo For each
sample, two transmission curves were obtained, one for radia-
tion linearly polarized along each axis. Each transmission
curve was measured at least twice to assure reproducibility of
the data. Then using the approximate refractive indices appro-
priate to the alloy sample composition, the transmission data
J
was converted to absorption data.
In each case the absorption coefficient was found to vary
linearly with A2 for _ between 7 and 15 _o This is exactly the
same behavior that was observed on the pure compounds ZnSb and
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CdSb. As in the former cases, the portion of the absorption
coefficient that varies linearly with A2 may be taken as free
carrier absorption. A wavelength independent component of
absorption was present on all samples measured, again similar
to the data from ZnSb and CdSbo The free carrier absorption
observed in the alloy samples is given in Table 5olo The
estimated accuracy of the free carrier absorption is + 5Zo
The table also contains the sample identification number, sample
composition, conductivities, and Hall coefficient for each
sample.
The various alloy samples had different carrier concentra-
tions and structure sensitive relaxation times° Thus the varia-
tion in absorption coefficients u a and ub with composition can-
not be obtaineddirectlyo However, if the ratio Ua/U b is used,
the carrier concentration and structure sensitivity cancel out
and a comparison can be made between sampleso Figure 5ol shows
the variation in the free carrier absorption anisotropy aa/U b
versus composition for the CdxZnl_xSb alloys° From the figure,
Ua/U b changes abruptly for low alloy concentrations and remains
relatively constant across the mid-range of Xo The form of
presentation of this data is somewhat deceptive° If the ratio
Ub/U a rather than Ua/U b had been plotted versus composition, the
behavior near CdSb would appear more abrupt° In fact, the
data is Somewhat symmetrical in that an abrupt change is observed
within 0.1 in x at each end ZnSb and CdSbo
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Figure 5.1. Ratio of free carrier absorption coefficients
_a/=b versus x for CdxZnl_xSbo
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Figure 5.2. Ratio of electrical conductivities da/C b
versus x for CdxZnl_xSb.
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5.2 Conductivity and Hall Effect
To further characterize the samples on which optical
measurements were made, it was desirable to measure the elec-
trical conductlvities and Hall coefficients of the alloys.
The slices on each side of the one which was fabricated into
an optical sample were cut into oriented electrical samples.
To maximize the number of samples, each slice was cut into
samples of the same orientation. Thus for each optical sample,
the adjacent slice on one side was cut into 3 or 4 a axis
conductivity and Hall samples, while the adjacent slice on the
other side was cut into 3 or 4 b axis samples.
The sample fabrication and measurement techniques were
identical to those used for the ZnSb and CdSb samples. A
large standard deviation, about 8% for electrical conductivity
7% for Hall coefficient, was observed in the data° The problem
of irreversible increases in hole concentration occurring when
contacts are soldered to the samples is probably still present
for the alloy material as well as for the pure material° Thus
there is reason to suspect the presence of a systematic error
in the data. The evidence in behalf of a systematic error is
very sketchy. For 3 of the 8 samples measured the standard
deviation for the Hall mobility data was much less than the
standard deviation of the Hall or conductivity data. The other
5 samples showed no evident trends in the standard deviations
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of the data. The number of samples involved in each set of
data, 4 for the conductivity, 8 for the Hall coefficient, is
too small to be statistically meaningful. On one sample the
electrical data was rechecked one month after the initial
measurements were made. The new data showed a 47. decrease in
hole concentration from the earlier data. This value of 47o
may be taken as a reasonable estimate of any systematic error
present. In the discussion of the data for ZnSb and CdSb, it
was shown that such an error is of little consequence to the
values of effective masses and relaxation time coefficients
ultimately obtained. On this basis the error estimates will
be made without an attempt to correct for the presence of a
systematic error.
The probable error range for the conductivity values will
be taken as the standard deviation of the data or + 8%. Simi-
larly the probable error range for the Hall coefficient values
will be taken as + 7% from the standard deviation of the data.
m
The electrical data for the alloy samples used is given in
Table 5.1. As in the case of the absorption coefficients, the
ratio Ua/Ub is the most meaningful comparison to make between
samples. This measure eliminates the effect of different
carrier concentrations and structure sensitivity. Figure 5.2
shows the anisotropy of the electrical conductivitles _a/ab
versus composition for the alloys measured° This ratio appears
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to stay constant for 0 < x < 0.8 and then drop in the region
near CdSb.
5.3 Determination of the Effective Masses
The next step in the data analysis is to determine the
effective masses and relaxation time coefficients for the a
and b axes of the alloys. The available data is the measured
free carrier absorption, the electrical conductivity and Hall
coefficient for each axis. The expressions for the individual
components of the free carrier absorption and electrical con-
ductivity, Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3), are valid for the alloys as
well as ZnSb and CdSbo Also the expression for the Hall coeffi-
cient, Eq. (4.5), is equally valid° The only essential differ-
ence lies in the form of the relaxation time°
The form of the relaxation time, Eqo (4o7), cannot be taken
as dlrectly applicable to the alloy system without some dis-
cussion. The end compounds, ZnSb and CdSb, have been shown to
have acoustic phonon scattering as the dominant scattering
mechanism. As either compound is alloyed in small concentrations,
the acoustic phonon scattering should not disappear but rather
remain present. Added to this portion of the scattering will be
an additional component due to the alloying perturbing the
periodic lattice. The resulting relaxation time will be a com-
bination of the two relaxation times given by
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! = ! + _i (5.I)
_ac. phonon _alloy"
In Appendix 3, alloy scattering is discussed and shown to vary
with energy as E "I/2. As acoustic phonon scattering varies as
E -I/2 also, the energy dependence of the relaxation time is
factorable. Thus Eq. (4.7) with s = 1/2 can be used for the
form of the relaxation time. If this form of the relaxation
time could not be used, the effective masses and relaxation
times could not be extracted from the experimental data.
The values for the effective masses, m a and mb, and the
relaxation time coefficients, A a and Ab, for the alloy samples
are shown in Table 5.2. These parameters are obtained in a
manner identical to that used previously for the pure compounds.
For convenience in comparison, the values for ZnSb and CdSb
from the previous chapter are included in the Table. The effec-
tive masses for the alloys have an estimated accuracy of + 13%
based on the experimental errors present in the data. Also
the relaxation time coefficients have an accuracy of + 10%.
Figure 5.3 shows the ratio of the relaxation times Aa/A b
versus composition. For an isotropic relaxation time Aa/A b
equals one. The data shows deviations from isotropy only for
very low alloy concentrations. This is the behavior that would
be expected from the nature of the relaxation time° The relaxa-
tion time has two processes competing for dominance, acoustic
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phonon scattering and alloy scattering. The acoustic phonon
scattering has been shown to be anisotropic in the end com-
pounds. There is no reason why this type of scattering should
suddenly become isotropic upon alloying. On the other hand,
by the randomness of the disorder in the lattice, the alloy
scattering should be isotropic. The expected behavior of the
relaxation time with composition would be that the anlsotropic
scattering is dominant near the pure compounds and the isotropic
scattering is dominant over the mid-range of alloy composition.
The behavior of Aa/_ in Figure 5.3 follows this pattern very
nicely.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show m_/m o and mb/m o, respectively,
versus composition for the alloy system CdxZnl.xSb. The data
,
for mb/m ° in Figure 5.5 shows a definite rise and than a steeper
fall with increasing x. The data for m_/m ° in Figure 5.4 shows
a much more gradual variation with x. The progression from
ZnSb to CdSb for m*a/m ° shows some deviation from a straight line
so that it cannot be taken as simply linear. However, its
curvature is so slight and the error limits large enough so that
no single curve can be drawn through the data with confidence.
A curve following somewhat the general shape of the mb/m ° curve
will fit the experimental points and has been drawn through the
data in addition to a straight line.
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Discussion of Results
The unit cell of ZnSb and CdSb contains 16 atoms, eight
of each type. As Zn or Cd has 2 valence electrons and Sb has
5, there are 56 valence electrons to accomodate per unit cell.
Since the space group of the materials contains the inversion
operator, all electron states must be doubly degenerate with
spin considered. Thus in addition to the energy bands of the
core electrons there are 28 energy bands below the energy gap
of the material. This represents an extremely complicated
situation for computation or meaningful discussion of the band
structure.
The band structure of ZnSb or CdSb is not known° The loca-
tions of the extrema of the valence and conduction bands in the
Brillouin zone are not known° This presents a severe handicap
on the further analysis of the data on the alloy system° How-
ever, the behavior can be discussed in very general terms°
In a strict sense a structure is either periodic or it is
not. In an alloy the basic periodicity of the lattice is broken°
As a result, k the crystal momentum is no longer a good quantum
number and conventional band theory cannot be applied to alloyso
In reality, the effect of alloying is not found to be extremely
severe. Energy gaps and semiconducting properties are found to
exist in semiconductor solid solutionso Nordheim I has proposed
a "virtual crystal" approximation to an alloy° This approximation
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consists of replacing the exact potential of the alloy with a
periodic potential. The periodic potential should be an average
of the actual potential in all possible atomic configurations.
Then the energy bands can be obtained for the "virtual crystal"
by conventional means, The effect of the actual disorder can
then be applied as a perturbation to the resulting energy bands.
This scheme has been tried and found to work well for the Ge-Si
alloy system. 2 At present it is the only tractable scheme for
handling an alloy and it is very fortunate that it seems to
work quite well.
Using such a "virtual crystal" scheme the transition from
ZnSb to CdSb can be viewed in k-space as a continuous transition
from one set of bands to another° Small increments in alloy
concentration should not affect the average potential severely.
In turn the bands should not be radically changed by a small
change in potential. Thus the change in band structure should
be continuous across the entire composition range° The movement
of the bands and the changing electron wave functions will in
turn affect the effective masses, The behavior of the effective
masses can be predicted by the use of k ° p perturbation theory°
.._ ..%.
The k • p perturbation theory has been discussed by Eo Kane 3'4
5
and C. Kittel. Given the electron energy levels and wave-
functions for k = k ° and given that the energy Ei(ko) is an
extremum of energy for band i, the theory predicts the behavior
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of Ei(k - ko) for small I_- _oI . To terms of second order in
r k - ko[, the energy for band i is given by k • p perturbation
theory as
Ei(k'ko) = Ei(_o ) + _m (_ "_o )2
m
>< b_Ip_[b i > (k-ko)cz(k-ko)_
Z i(ko) - Z (ko)
(5.2)
In Eq. (5.2) i is the index of the band that has an extremum
at k and _ is the index of all other bands that have states
O
at k o. Also u and _ are the direction indices in k-space and
< bilPa I b > is the matrix element of the u component of the
momentum operator with the wavefunction of state i and _ at
k=k
0
For a parabolic valence band the effective mass is defined
.__a_._ =.._=_ =o_ooo.o=.o__ I_ _oI_"oU=_oa_
__o) "_(ko)- _ a-_o)
2ma_
(k-ko) 0 . (5.3)
In Eq. (5.3), I/ma_ is the reciprocal effective mass tensor
element with indices uB. By comparison of Eq. (5.2) with (5.3)
the reciprocal effective mass tensor elements are given by k • p
perturbation theory as
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m 2 < bilPu]b >< b Ip_Ibi >
m [E i(k o) - E (ko)]
(5.4)
where 6_ is the Kronecker delta symbol.
system in which the effective mass tensor
axes a, b, and c, Eq. (5.4) yields:
For a coordinate
is diagonal along
m__ = _ i - E 2-- < bi, Pa,b_[I >< b_,Pa,bill
>
* m E. - E
m _ l
a
m__ = _ I - E 2- < bilPblb_ >< b_IPblbi >
* m E. -E
mb _ l
m = . I - X 2- < bi,Pcib_lI >< b ,pc bil I
>
* m E i - E
m _
=
(5.5a)
(5.5b)
(5.5c)
In Eqs. (5.5) i is the index of the valence band and _ is a
running index over all the other bands°
From Eqs. (5.5), the following obse_$ation can be drawn.
The denominators of the terms in each effective mass equation
are the same for each mass component° Thus the numerators of
the terms or the directional momentum matrix elements must be
responsible for effective mass anisotropieso
In CdSb and ZnSb, the band structure is not known. Thus
the value of ko, the separation in energy of the states at ko,
and the wavefunctions are not known for either material° Much
less, the movement of the bands with composition is not known.
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The elements which enter the k • p theory are just not avail-
able. The only course left open is to assume variations in
the parameters. The behavior of other alloy systems about
which more is known can be used as a guide in making these
assumptions.
Bassani and Brust have calculated the energy bands of
the virtual crystal of the Ge-Si alloy system° Their data
shows that the bands in Ge-Si alloy move almost linearly in
energy with composition from the energy bands of pure Ge to
the bands of pure Sio Thus there is some evidence which
states that the bands in the virtual crystal vary linearly
with composition from one end to the other°
There are no such trends that are observed in the behavior
of the momentum matrix elements. In fact, there are very few
materials for which the wavefunctions are known with any
certainty. It is a trait of band calculations that good energy
levels can be obtained without good wavefunctionso Thus even
for materials for which the band structure is well known, the
wavefunctions obtained from the calculations may be very
inaccurate.
S. Rabii 6 has calculated the band structure of PbSe and
PbS by the latest techniques using the APW method° PbSe and
PbS both have the NaCl crystal structure and have a common
sublattice. In this way they are somewhat analogous to ZnSb and
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CdSb which both have the 15
D2h, in the Schoenflies notation,
crystal structure and have a common sublatticeo Both PbSe
and PbS have direct energy gaps at the same point in k-space.
Thus in evaluating the theoretical effective masses for the
valence band, Rabii has calculated the matrix elements which
occur in the k . p theory for both materials. The matrix
elements and the energy separations which determine the
effective mass were compared for PbS and PbSeo No trends in
the data were found. Some energy differences decreased while
others increased° Similarly, the matrix elements for the
two materials were not equal. In going from PbS to PbSe,
some matrix elements increased while others decreased.
Thus the situation appears to be that both the energy
separation between states and the momentum matrix elements
will change with alloyingo The change in the energy separa-
tion With alloying may be approximated by a linear variation
between the two materials with some confidence. No evidence
is available which suggests the manner of change for the
matrix elements.
For ZnSb and CdSb to consider the effective mass is deter-
mined by the interaction of just a few states is a great over-
simplification, especially in light of the complex band structure
caused by the large number of atoms per unit cello Nevertheless
it is instructive to see if the general shape of the effective
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mass versus composition curves can be achieved with simple
models. If this can be done, it lends plausibility to the
experimental data. Thus the following discussion is not
intended to in any way propose with rigor a model for the
behavior. Rather it is an attempt to see if the trends in
the data may be reproduced with very oversimplified models.
Since there is some evidence that the energy separation
between states changes linearly with composition and no
evidence for the change in matrix elements, the models con-
sidered will have constant matrix elements and linearly
changing energy separation between states° Then Eq. (5.5)
can be written as a function of x as
m C
O on
-- = - 1 - E
* E -E +_x °
mi ' n o n n
(5.6)
In Eq. (5.6) Con is a constant, Eo is the energy of the valence
band state for ZnSb, E is the energy of state n for ZnSb, and
n
/_ is the change in energy separation between states o and n
n
in the transition from ZnSb to CdSbo Also Z_ can be positive
n
or negative. From Eq. (5o6), states higher in energy than E
O'
E - E < O, will give a positive contribution to mo/m_, while
0 n
states lower in energy than Eo, Eo - En > 0, will give a nega-
tive contribution. This equation may be rewritten as
m---= _ 1
m i
where A
n
" A i
n +
" n _ l+BXn n
for Eo-En>0 for Eo-En<0
A iisaconstantandB  ,nIEn o
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which reflects
A
n
l+Bx
n
(5.7)
separat ion.
is a constant
the change in separation over the initial
In the transition from ZnSb to CdSb the maximum of the
valence band may or may not stay at the same point in k-space.
In the following analysis, the simplest model which duplicates
the experimentally observed behavior will be examined for each
case, the location of the extremum staying fixed and the loca-
tion changing.
The analysis of Section 4.4 lead to a model for the
valence band of ZnSb and CdSb which had a single maximum
located either at P or R in the Brillouin zone. If the loca-
tion of the extremum stays fixed at [I or R throughout the
composition range, the effective mass will be determined only
by the states at this point. Thus changes in the effective
mass will be the direct result of changes in energy separation
and momentum matrix elements for a single set of states° Using
the modeling scheme outlined above and contained in Eqo (5.7),
the simplest model which follows the experimental data closely
contains three interacting states. The states are the valence
band and two higher band states as shown in Figure 5°6. The
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El
E o
k =ko
Figure 5.6. Configuration of states used in model
for effective mass variation. Arrows
indicate direction of movement in
energy of states with increasing x.
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Figure shows the position of the states for ZnSb. The arrows
on the Figure indicate the direction of movement of the states
upon alloying. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the experimental data
for mo/ and mo/m b versus composition. On each figure the
curve given by the three state model is shown and the equation
of the model is given. The parameters in the equations were
chosen to give the best fit to both curves subject to the
constraint that the denominators of the individual terms are
the same for both the a and b axis. The details of the fit
of theoretical to experimental variation is not important.
Rather the general curvature is what was sought after, since
small variations in the matrix elements with composition,
taken constant in these models, could easily make the fit better.
Thus a model containing two higher states interacting with the
valence band state predicts an effective mass variation similar
to that observed experimentally.
A model can also be made which fits the experimental data
and incorporates a change in the location of the extremum in
k-space. At each location in k-space P and R the model only
requires two states to interact° Figure 5.9 shows the config-
uration of states at each location in k-space. For ZnSb the
state Eo is the top of the valence band and E 1 is a higher state
which moves away from E ° with increasing Xo E' at the othero
location in k-space is the top of the valence band for CdSb and
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Figure 5.7. Fit of model for effective mass variation using
state configuration of Figure 5.6 to experimental
values for mo/m* a versus x for CdxZnl-xSb"
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Figure 5.8. Fit of model for effective mass variation using
state configuration of Figure 5.6 to experimental
values for mo/m; versus x for CdxZnl_xSb.
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Figure 5.9. Configuration of states in k-space
used in model for effective mass
variation in which the valence band
extremumchanges with composition.
Arrows indicate the direction of
movement in energy of states with
increasing x.
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E{ is a higher state at this same k value which moves toward
E' with increasing x. The relative position in energy of E
o o
and E' change with composition also.
o
and is the top of the valence band.
Near ZnSb E is above E'
o o
As x increases E and E _
o o
approach each other and E' becomes higher than E o E' is the
o o o
top of the valence band for CdSb. For the small composition
range where E = E' the valence band will have two types of
o o
holes. The observed reciprocal effective mass will be an
average of the reciprocal masses of the two extrema weighted
by a Boltzmann occupation factor.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the experimental data for
mo/m* a and mo/m b versus composition° Also each Figure shows
the effective mass variations predicted by a model such as
shown in Figure 5.9 with parameters chosen to fit the experi-
mental data. The best fit is obtained when the valence band
changes position in k-space at x = 0°85 and an average of the
two predicted masses are used for 0.80 < x < 0°90°
The situationjust described could also occur at the same
point in k-space. In this case, the valence band state would
change with composition as depicted in Figure 5o12o E and E'
o o
would be non-interacting by parity and both would interact with
a single higher state. By suitable movement of the states in
energy with composition the situation described in Figures 5.10
and 5oll could be duplicated°
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Figure 5o10. Fit of model for effective mass variation using
state configuration of Figure 5.9 to experimental
values for mo/m: versus x for CdxZnl.xSb.
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Figure 5.11. Fit of model for effective mass variation using
state configuration of Figure 5.9 to experimental
values for mo/n_D versus x for CdxZnl.x Sb.
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Figure 5.12. Configuration in k-space of states which will
give same behavior of effective masses with
composition as portrayed in Figures 5.10 and
5.11. Arrows indicate the direction of move-
ment in energy of states with increasing x.
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The analysis has shown that effective mass variations
similar to those observed experimentally can be obtained with
very simple models. The point of this discussion has been to
show that the variations of effective mass with composition
obtained experimentally are in no way unreasonable.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary
The aim of this work has been to study the free carrier
absorption in ZnSb, CdSb, and their alloys and to use the
resulting data to study the effective masses and the relaxa-
tion times. The valence band effective masses of ZnSb and
CdSb were determined for the first time in the course of this
work. Also an anisotropic relaxation time was observed in
these materials for the first time. The alloy data represents
the first determination of effective mass across any entire
alloy composition range as well as for the CdxZnl.xSb system.
The behavior of a relaxation time anisotropy with alloy compo-
sition has not previously been observed either° In the
following, a summary of this work will be given.
In Chapter II, the growth of single crystal ingots of
p-type ZnSb, CdSb, and CdxZnl_xSb by a horizontal zone method
was described. The material was fabricated into oriented
optical and electrical samples. The optical samples were used
to measure the refractive indices and free carrier absorption.
The electrical samples were used to measure the electrical
conductivity and Hall effect.
Chapter III described the measurement techniques and
methods employed. The refractive indices were determined by
utilizing two interference phenomena. The absorption
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coefficients were obtained from transmission measurements
taken on polished samples. Electromagnetic radiation linearly
polarized along a sample crystallographic axis and rendered
monochromatic by means of a spectrometer was utilized for
the transmission measurements. The electrical measurements
were made at 30 cps to minimize thermoelectric effects.
In Chapter IV the experimental results for ZnSb and CdSb
are presented. The components of the refractive index tensor
were found to be independent of wavelength A for A between 3
and 15 _. For ZnSb the refractive indices obtained are n =
a
4.51 T 0.05, nb _ 4.25 + 0.04, and n c = 4.30 + 0.04, while for
CdSb the refractive indices are n a = 4.70 + 0.05, nb = 4.46
0.04, and n = 4.56 + 0.05. The transmission of infrared
C
radiation of wavelength between 3 and 15 _ was measured for
each axis of the two materials. The absorption coefficient
was then obtained from the transmission data. In the wavelength
range of 7 to 15 _, the absorption coefficient varied linearly
with both A2, the wavelength squared, and p, the carrier concen-
tration. The dominant absorption mechanism was identified as
free carrier absorption. The Hall coefficient and electrical
conductivity of each axis was measured on samples fabricated
from material originally adjacent to each optical sample slice.
In this way the free carrier absorption, electrical conductivity,
and Hall coefficient were known for the same region of material.
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Then the effective mass values were extracted from the
experimental data. The reduction of the data was aided by
knowledge of the directions of the principal axes of the valence
band constant energy ellipsoids and by the form and energy
dependence of the relaxation time tensor. This information
was obtained from the data of others. For ZnSb the hole effec-
tive masses obtained are ma/m ° = 0.55 + 0.06, mb/m ° ffi1.23 + 0.12,
and m_/m ° ffi0.34 +. 0.03. Similarly for CdSb, the hole effective
masses obtained are = 1.26 + 0.13, = 0.69 + 0.07,
/ ffi 0.44 + 0 04.and m° . .
The relaxation time tensor in ZnSb and CdSb is known to
be diagonal with a factorable energy dependence. The energy
independent coefficients of the relaxation time tensor were
determined from the experimental data. For both materials an
anisotropic relaxation time was observed. The ratios of the
relaxation time coefficients Aa:Ab:A was 1.0 : lo4 : Io0 forC
ZnSb and 3.3 : 2.5 : 1.0 for CdSb.
Using the effective masses determined from the experimental
data, the theoretical thermoelectric power for ZnSb and CdSb
was calculated. The values for a single ellipsoid agreed quite
well with the experimental values of thermoelectric power from
the literature. Although this is not concrete evidence that
both materials have a single extremum in their valence band,
it suggests strongly that they doo From group theoretical
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discussions in the literature, the single extremum will be
nondegenerate except for spin and will be located in k-space
at P, the origin, or R, the (III) corner of the Brillouin
zone. The experimental data thus leads to a simple, single
extremum, nondegenerate valence band with ellipsoidal constant
energy surfaces having their principal axes along the crystal
axes for both ZnSb and CdSb.
In Chapter V the measurements made on the a and b axes
for the entire alloy composition range were presented. The
free carrier absorption, electrical conductivity, and Hall
coefficient were measured for each axis at each of eight alloy
compositions. Because the alloy disorder scattering has the
same energy dependence as acoustic phonon scattering, the
relaxation time tensor has a factorable energy dependence for
the alloys. Thus it was possible to extract the effective
masses and relaxation time coefficients for the alloys in the
same manner as for the pure compounds° Both of these quantities
were obtained for the a and b axes across the composition range.
From the ratio of the relaxation time coefficients Aa/Ab,
the anlsotropy of scattering versus alloy composition could be
studied. The scattering was found to be anisotropic for samples
of CdxZnl.xSb when 0 _ x < 0oi and when 0°9 < x _ 1.0o Over
the rest of the alloy composition range, the scattering was
isotropic. This behavior is what would be expected if anisotropic
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acoustic phonon scattering were dominant for low alloy concen-
trations and isotropic disorder scattering were dominant for
all other concentrations.
The valence band effective mass parameters for the a and b
axes were obtained as a function of composition for the alloy
system. The quantity mb/m ° rose rapidly with increasing x for
CdxZnl.xSb and then fell sharply near x = 1 or CdSbo The
quantity m_/m ° varied more gradually from ZnSb to CdSb. In
fact, the deviation from a linear variation is quite small.
The band structure of ZnSb and CdSb are both unknown and
complex. This makes further discussion of the alloy data
difficult. A rigorous model cannot be set forth to account for
the effective mass variations with composition° However, in
Section 5.4 a few very oversimplified models were discussed in
an effort to show that such changes as were observed represent
plausible variations of effective mass with composition°
This completes a summary of the work discussed in this
report. The following section will give some recommendations
for future work.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
In future work on p-type ZnSb or CdSb it would be advanta-
geous to use lightly doped material with the hole concentration
about 1017. This would eliminate the problems of excess carrier
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D
generation encountered when the samples are heated. In ZnSb
a good experiment would be to measure the speed of sound along
each axis. Then the anisotropies in the hole relaxation time
could be checked for correlation with the sound velocities
through the formulas for acoustic phonon scattering. A similar
experiment could be performed on CdSb as well.
CdSb can be made n-type at room temperature whereas ZnSb
cannot. A study analogous to the one performed here on p-type
CdSb could be repeated on n-type material. The electron effec-
tive masses could then be checked with those obtained by
Stevenson I from cyclotron resonance. The anlsotropy of the
electron relaxation time should be similar to that of the hole
relaxation time observed here if the scattering of electrons
is predominantly by acoustic phonons.
In growing alloy samples for measurement care should be
taken to eliminate the composition gradients which occurred in
this work. This can be done by having the material in the
molten zone of one composition and all other solid material
another composition. The compositions of solid and melt must
be chosen as those which can be held in equilibrium from the
solidus-liquiduscurves of the ZnSb-CdSb pseudobinary_systemo
The structure of the absorption edge versus composition
would make an interesting study. This would provide some infor-
mation on the movement and locations of the various extrema
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in k-space. The energy gap versus composition would be an
important result of such a study. The sound velocity along
each axis of the alloy system could be measured versus compo-
sition. This would yield some basic information on the behavior
of alloys as well as the specific anisotropies which occur for
this system.
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APPENDIX i: Faraday Effect in ZnSb or CdSb
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The Faraday effect or Faraday rotation has been observed
in many cubic semiconductors and along the c-axis, an optic
axis, in hexagonal semiconductors. The conventional experi-
mental setup consists of a d-c magnet, a monochromator, two
polarizers and a detector. Linearly polarized monochromatic
radiation is directed along the magnetic field and normal to
the front face of the semiconductor sample which is generally
in the form of a polished slice. The second polarizer is
rotated in the transmitted beam behind the sample for trans-
mission maximum. The angular difference between the first
polarizer and the second polarizer or analyzer is recorded as
the Faraday rotation. In the following discussion, the Faraday
effect will be derived and analyzed for an orthorhombic semi-
conductor, in particular, ZnSb or CdSbo
For the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a crystal
Maxwell's equations may be written as
curl E = - _
In these equations E and H1 are the electric and magnetic
field vectors of an electromagnetic wave° The electric per-
4_
mittivity and magnetic susceptibility tensors are given by eL
(AI. I)
(AI°2)
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andS, respectively. For this analysis_LWill be considered
a real tensor_that is only absorption due to the electrical
conductivity will be considered_and_will be taken equal to _o'
the magnetic susceptibility of free
tivity tensor has been written as Co
space. The complex conduc-
The electric field can be
written as the real part of a traveling wave as
Z(r,t) = Z exp (imt - P • r) (A1.3)
where _ is the angular frequency of the wave, /" is a complex
propagation vector, and r is a position vector. Then using the
form (AI.3) for E, H I can be eliminated from (AI.I) and (AI.2)
to yield
- = c_ eL _o E - iC_Zo _ ' _" (AI.4)
For an orthorhombic
has the form
crystal, the electric permittivity
001
e1
4-+
eL ffi e2 0
0 e3
(AIo5)
with respect to the principal crystal axes. Also, to first
order in the d.c. magnetic field and for H, the applied doco
field, along the 3 axis, the conductivity tensor has the form
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O I
I Ol I °12 00 31
"_12 °22 °
0 o3
From conventional transport theory for a p-type semi-
conductor with an ellipsoidal constant energy surface having
principal axes in directions I, 2, and 3, one obtains
°ii " m[ i
and
alJ " miraj "i (vj+
_IoH •
(AI. 6)
(A1.7)
(AI.8)
In (AI.7) and (AI.8) p is the hole concentration, e the magni-
tude of an electronic charge, m i the effective mass in the ith
direction, Vi the collision frequency in the ith direction and
< > indicates a suitable average over energy for vi(E)o At
infrared frequencies vi is generally much less than _ and
Eqs. (A1.7) and (A1.8) may be approximated by
where Imag.
2
eL
Imag. _ii- *
mi_
(AIo 9)
IReal oij = . .
mim j _o H
(AIoI0)
and Real indicate the imaginary and real parts of,
respectively.
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For the traveling wave (AI.3) form for E and a similar
form for HI, Maxwell's equations become in the crystal
P x E - i0_oH I
- x H I = i_ eLE + o =
(AI.II)
(Al.12)
-=_
div ELE ffi0 (AI. 13)
div _to_ = 0. (AI. 14)
Taking the dot product of _ with Eq. (AI.12) one obtains
(Alol5)
For an orthorhombic material with a d.c. magnetic field in the
3 direction, to first order in the magnetic field, one has
loll
- ,,
i°12
- -- 0
_D
i_22
e2 c_
0
_3 " --
(AIo 16)
For waves propagating down the 3 axis, Pl
Eq. (AI. 15)
I_ i°33 1/"_3 3 " _ E3 = 0"
= 0 and from
(Alo17)
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Sinc e
parts equal to zero_E 3 must be zero,
r- E - 0 in Eq. (AI.4).
In the Faraday configuration it
does not have both its real and imaginary
Then for this type wave
is this type of wave, that
is waves with p in the 3 direction, that are excited in the
crystal. Linearly polarized plane waves are incident normally
on the crystal so that in free space E 1 and E2 can be non-zero
while E 3 must be zero. To determine the modes that are excited
in the crystal a boundary value problem must be solved at the
interface to insure that Maxwell's equations are satisfied°
The components of E tangential to the interface E1 and E2 must
be continuous across the boundary so that E1 and E2 can be non-
zero in the crystal. Since there is no surface charge on the
crystal the normal component of E E must be continuous. Thus
since E 3 is zero on the air side of the interface E3 must be
zero in the crystal also. Then the Faraday experimental config-
uration is capable of exciting plane waves in the crystal which
propagate along the 3 axis such that _ o E = 0o This statement
cannot be made for arbitrary directions of propagation in the
crystal.
Then substituting Eqs. (AIo5) and (AIo6) into Eqo (AIo4),
for the special case r • E - 0, yields the following equations
for E 1 and E2 the electric field components of interest.
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(p2 + cO2elp.° . ic_ t_oOll)El - ic_ p.oCl2E2 = 0
ia) goOl2El + (r2 + a)2 2p.° . ico ttoC22)E 2 -- 0.
(AI. 18)
(AI.19)
Setting the determinant of the coefficients of E 1 and E2 equal
2
to zero yields a secular equation for p which is
p4 + _ _o_el + e2 ) . i(Oll + o22)_ p2
+ _2_2o (_e I -iOll)(_e 2 -io22)- OlI =0.
Solving Eq. (AI.20) for p2 yields
r=:-=.oEt- r -/
(AI.20)
(A1.21)
For a cubic crystal Oll = 022 and eI = e 2 by symmetry and
Eq. (AI.21) reduces to
_2 = . _ _o [eel " i°ll T °12]
Upon substituting this expression for i.-12 into Eqo
(AI.19), one finds that the polarizations corresponding to
these solutions are
E 1 = _+ i E2 .
(AIo22)
(AI. 18) or
(AIo23)
These solutions correspond to right and left circularly polar-
ized waves, respectively. At frequencies corresponding to
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infrared radiation, the displacement current term ee I in Eqo
(AI.22) is usually much greater than the conduction terms Oli
and a12. Then Eq. (AI.22) can be expanded to give an approxi-
mate expression for _ +
= ied oe I (Al°24)
= a+ + i_+ .
The right and left circularly polarized waves will have different
propagation constants _+ and B., respectively° Neglecting
attenuation, a linearly polarized beam incident normally on
the sample and parallel to the d.c. magnetic field will have
its plane of polarization rotated as a result of passage through
the sample by an angle e given by
e -, _ d = - _/e_ o d (AIo25)
where Re u12 is the real part of a12 and d is the thickness of
the sample. For a semiconductor like Ge or Si, e is about 2_
radians per cm or more. The real part of _12 from Eq. (AI.10)
is directly proportional to both H and I/_ 2 = (2_) 2 %2/c2°
Thus for the cubic case O varies linearly with H the applied
magnetic field strength and _2 the wavelength of the electro-
magnetic radiation squared.
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For the case of an orthorhombic semiconductor the relative
magnitude of the terms in Eq. (AIo21) must be investigated.
Then the expression for p2 maY be appropriately expanded to
yield approximate analytic solutions for p. This will be done
in the following sections,
At infrared frequencies vi is generally much less than
and Eqs. (AI,7) and (AI.8) may be approximated for CdSb and
ZnSb as
Oll= ml
o12 = mlm2
-I
o
(A1.26)
(A1.27)
In evaluating Oli and 022 the following approximate values for
the parameters relative to CdSb and ZnSb have been used
m ! = 2 m2 = 1.2 m°
p = 5 x 1016 cm "3
ffi2 x 1014 rad/sec or _ ffi10p in free space°
The above values are representative of the parameter values
obtained in the experimental phase of this work° In addition,
mE i will be about 3.6 x 104 (ohm - m) "I
of e and ei = 20 Co, a reasonable value
The anisotropies
for the above value
for ZnSb or CdSbo
in ZnSb and CdSb are such that one can
expect
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e I
= 5%
1011 - a22 j
011
= 50%.
Then for a magnetic field of 2 webers/m 2 one can expect the
terms in the latter part of Eq. (AI.21) to have the approxi-
mate values
_(e 1 - e 2)
2 = 9 x 10 2 (ohm - m)
-1
Cll - c22
= 3 (ohm - m)-I-
2
012 = (1.7 x I0 "2) (ohm - m) "I.
Thus c12 will be much smaller than the other terms.
Considering the magnitude of the terms involved Eq. (AI.21)
can be _itten as
2 _el+e2) i(011+°22 ) _(el-e2)
_+= "°_ P'o_ [_--_ 7 " 2 + 2
+
012
(el-e 2) - i (o11-o 2
(AI. 2 8)
The two solutions can be written more compactly as
2 012
_+ = " e _o I " i011 + e(el-e 2) - i (o11-o22
(AI. 2 9)
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and
-_(_1-E2_ -i (c11-c2 "
(A1.30)
Now these solutions may be plugged into Eqs. (AI.18) or (AI.19)
to determine the polarizations corresponding to the two solu-
tions (AI.29) and (AI.30). This yields for the + sign
Cl 2 2__ E1
E 2 = - i _El_e2 _ - i (Cli-C2
(AI.31)
and for the - sign
c12 E 2 . (AI. 32)
E 1 = i _(EI-E2) -i (Cli-C2
In each case the coefficient in Eqs. (AI.31) or (AIo32) will
be of the order of 10 -5 so that for all practical purposes the
modes of propagation correspond to two linearly polarized
waves. One solution coming from Eqo (A1o29) where the lead
terms involve _I and Oli corresponds to the E vector polarized
in the 1 direction. The other solution coming from Eqo (A1o30)
where the lead terms involve E2 and o22 corresponds to the E
vector polarized in the 2 direction. These modes are almost
identical to those which can propagate independently in the
absence of a d.c. magnetic field° Thus the magnetic field does
not greatly alter the polarization modes that propagate
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independently in the absence of the static magnetic field.
Because of the small magnitude of the last terms relative
to the first terms in Eqs. (AI.29) and (AI.30), one can use an
expansion to give an approximate analytical expression for
_+ and __. The following expressions are then obtained.
+
o 2 i_ 22__=i ---
. (A1o33)
t+ °1_22%._E_ .
2co o ,, 2 " , EI-E2) - i (Cli-C2
J
By neglecting the conduction component of the current relative
to the displacement component in the denominator of Eqs. (AI°33)
and (AI.34) the expressions for _+ and _. may be simplified to
. ic12 I_o
(AI. 34)
and
(AI.35)
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As in the cubic case the + and - solutions will have
different propagation constants _+ and B_ i.e., the imaginary
parts of _+ and _. will differ. In this case the polariza-
tion modes are not right and left circularly polarized waves,
but rather the + wave is linearly polarized in the I direction
and the - wave is linearly polarized in the 2 direction. The
phase difference between the two waves will be given by
(AI. 36)
_= _+ - 15_ = _ _/'_o Re
_l'e2 ) - i (ClI-C22) _
2 2
°12 _o °12 _o
+ + o
2e(el-e 2) J_oEl 2_(el-e 2) _f_oE2
(A1.37)
_. °1., ,._.1- 4
n_ ouuo_itut_ng reasonable values for the parameters __ILL + J.&L
the term involving o12 in Eq. (AI.37), one finds
2 2
°12 _o °12 _o B2: -- 0.37 /_ (m "l)
where % is the free space wavelength of the radiation in
meters and B is the magnetic flux density in webers/m 2 o For
= I0 _ and B ffi3 webers/m 2 the phase difference between the +
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and - waves which is due to the magnetic field is
2
_B = °12 _o = 3.3 x 10-5/meter
_(El'e 2)
ffi3.3 x 10-8/ram.
On the other hand the phase difference which is due to
the anisotropic dielectric constant is approximately
_V_o(el-E2)' = 7 x 10÷5/m
for % = I0 _ Thus a large rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion will be caused by the anisotropy of the material through
E1 _ e2. The additional rotation caused by the magnetic field
will be so small as to be virtually unobservable for reasonable
magnetic fields and sample thicknesses. It is also to be noted
that _+ and _. vary quadratically with the static magnetic
field rather than linearly as in the conventional Faraday
rotation.
Thus the calculations have shown that the anisotropy of the
dielectric constant virtually swamps out the magnetic field
dependence of the propagation of electromagnetic radiation in
the crystal. It is impossible to obtain an observable Faraday
effect in either ZnSb or CdSb unless one propagates down an
optic axis. For propagation down an optic axis the dielectric
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constant will be isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the
optic axis. While this eliminates the anlsotropy in e, the
conductivity anisotropy will remain to still mask the Faraday
effect.
locate experimentally.
temperature dependent.
CdSb or ZnSb does
In addition the optic axes would be difficult to
Also their location would probably be
In conclusion the Faraday effect in
not seem a practical experiment to perform.
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APPENDIX 2: Free Carrier Absorption
J
The electrical conductivity of a semiconductor leads to a
loss mechanism for electromagnetic radiation known as free
carrier absorption. This phenomenon is the optical analog of
the electrical conductivity in the same sense that the Faraday
effect is the optical analog of the Hall effect° Quantum
mechanically, free carrier absorption corresponds to excita-
tion of electrons between states in the same band. Thus free
carrier absorption is an intraband phenomena. In this dis-
cussion the expressions for free carrier absorption will be
derived for a semiconductor of orthorhombic symmetry.
The problem concerns the propagation of electromagnetic
waves in a crystal and thus is similar to the problem of
Appendix 1. However, the presence of a d.c_ magnetic field
is not considered. As a result of the form of the conductivity
tensor_the problem is simpler here than in Appendix Io The
analysis leading to Eq. (A1.4) is the same for each case so
that this will be repeated as a convenient starting point
- = eL_oE - ie • (AI.4)
The electric permittivity tensor will be given by Eqo (AIo5)
for this case also. However, the conductivity tensor will be,
in the crystal axes coordinate system and without a doc. magnetic
field,
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o
o I 0 0 1
- 0 02 0
0 0 o 3
(A2. I)
For an electric field vector E aligned along crystal
o
axis i, D the electric displacement vector will be parallel
to E from the relation D _ _L E. For an anisotropic opticalo
medium D is not generally parallel to E° However,
to this rule occurs when E is along a crystal axis.
an exception
For a
.=_
traveling wave form for_ l with a spacial dependence e"_'r
similar to E in Eq. (AI°3), Eqo (AI°2) can be written as
- _ xH1 " ic_ eL_o + _ _O ° (A2.2)
Taking the dot product of _ and Eqo (A2o2) yields
(A2.3)
For E
o along axis i and of magnitude El, Eqo (A2°3) becomes
P i (ie_i + °i)Ei " 0o (A2.4)
Since neither E i or
are equal to zero, the real and imaginary parts of _i
be zero. Then _ is perpendicular to E o
o
the real or imaginary parts of (I_E i + oi)
must both
For the case of the electric
• E - 0 and Eq. (AI.4) yields
field aligned along an axis
(p2 + 2_i_0 . ic_ _oOi)E i = 0o (A2.5)
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For a non-trivial solution, the coefficient of E i in Eq. (A2o5)
must be zero. This yields an expression for_ 2
r2 = - _Ei _o + i_ _oOi .
Equation (A2.6) is the solution for the magnitude of_. The
direction of_ remains unspecified except that it must be
perpendicular to the crystal axis i. Thus for each crystal
axis, radiation with its electric vector polarized parallel to
the crystal axis can propagate in any direction perpendicular
to that axis. The propagation properties will be determined
only by the axis along which the electric vector is polarizedo
The propagation vector _pi for propagation with the
electric field aligned along axis i can be written as
I
Ppi - ir pi+ r
I!
where _piand _ pi are the imaginary and real parts of rpi,
respectively. As the wave progresses along a direction in
space parallel to r" the electric field will be attenuated
pi
-P'pi
by e per unit length. The poynting vector or power in
-2 P"
pithe wave which varies as E 2 will be attenuated by e per
unit length. Thus the absorption coefficient defined as the
attenuation in power per unit length is given by
ai = 2 P "..pl
(A2.6)
(A2.8)
(A2.7)
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From Maxwell's equations, Eqs. (AI.I) and (AI.2), _pi
and _ "
pi are both perpendicular to E and H I and thus are
parallel to one another. Then _ 2 can be evaluated as
'2 ' " "2
C 2 ..-V'pi+ 2iPpi Ppi + P pi" (A2.9)
The refractive index n i is defined by
P pi ffi c ni (A2.10)
where c is the speed of light in free space.
of Eqs. (A2.6) and (A2.9) and using (A2 o10),
expressed as
Re oi
_i = 2cniE O
By comparison
P;i can be
(A2.11)
where e° is the electric permittivity of free space and Re oi
is the real part of oI. Then from Eq. (A2.8), a i can be
written as
Re oi
_i = cn. E
1 O
(A2.12)
From conventional transport theory for a p-type semi-
conductor with an ellipsoidal constant energy surface having
principal axes along the crystal axes one obtains
°i =_. I
m i + i
i
(A2.13)
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In Eq. (A2.13), p is the hole concentration, e the electronic
* th
charge, m i the effective mass in the i direction, and Ti the
relaxation time for the ith direction. The brackets are de-
fined for non-degenerate material as
<F (_) >=
® -  /kBT
fo F(_ )_3/2 e
- _/kBT
fo _" 3/2 e d_
(A2.14)
where _ is the energy. The real part of °i can be extracted
from Eq. (A2.13) as
(A2.15)
From the data of Section 4.4, < • > will be about 10 -13
sec., while in the near infrared I/_ will be 10 -14 or 10 -15 .
For near infrared frequencies, 2 >> i/_ so
l
that Eq. (A2.15)
then may be approximated as
2 ©Re ai = pc, 2 1
m i
(A2.16)
Using Eq. (A2.16) for the real part of oi, the absorption
coefficient _i is from Eq. (A2.12)
ai = pe I
.e_2 *
cnl o mi
(A2.17)
or in terms of the wavelength % of the radiation in free space
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4r2c3niEom_ _i
(A2.18)
Equation (A2.18) is the form of the free carrier absorption
_i as it is used in this work. The most characteristic trait
of free carrier absorption is the linear dependence of a. on
1
both p, the carrier concentration, and X2, the wavelength
squared.
o
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APPENDIX 3: Disorder Scattering in Alloys
A substitutional alloy such as CdxZnl_xSb investigated
here consists of an Sb sublattice and a disordered Cd-Zn sub-
lattice. The following structure is assumed for the alloy
system. The Sb sublattice is essentially no different from
the Sb sublattice of ZnSb or CdSb. In the Cd-Zn sublattice
the Cd and Zn atoms are randomly placed on sites which are
regular in space. At regular points in space there are atoms.
The kind of atom is what occurs randomly.
In treating such an alloy, one could consider the entire
crystal as a random structure without periodicity. Then the
problem would not be amenable to conventional band theory.
Instead, the properties would have to be determined statisti-
cally. Nordheim I has suggested a "virtual crystal" approxima-
tion in which the alloy is considered to be perfectly periodic
with a potential which depends on composition. The potential
is taken as a suitable average over the individual potentials.
Then the bands and material properties can be calculated for
such a lattice. This "virtual crystal" represents the first
approximation to the alloy. The disorder which is present can
then be treated as a perturbation on the lattice.
Calculations made by Bassani and Brust 2 on Ge-Si alloys
using the "virtual crystal" model have been quite successful in
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explaining the experimental data on that alloy system.
Parmenter has dealt with the alloy problem in general in several
papers. 3'4'5 He predicts that upon alloying a material in low
concentrations the effective masses will decrease and, if
anisotropic, tend towards isotropyo Parmenter"s conclusions
are presently unsubstantiated either experimentally or theo-
retically.
The scattering of electrons due to the crystal disorder
is under consideration here. In conventional, non-alloyed
materials, point defects and ionized impurities can be treated
as scattering centers and lead to various dependences of the
relaxation time on energy. In one sense, the alloy crystal
could be treated as point defects in a host crystal° This seems
an overestimation of the effects of alloying° The disruption
of the lattice is small since the alloy atoms have the same
valency and position in the crystal as the host atoms once had°
Confusion would arise near the mid-range of composition as to
which crystal was the host and which atoms were the impurities°
A more satisfying approach is to consider the "virtual
crystal" as a host crystal and to consider the affects of alloy
disorder as a perturbation. This is the manner in which Ziman 6
has handled the problem. Consider two binary compounds, AC
and BC, which form a substitutional alloy AxBl.xCo Let VA, VB,
and V c represent the atomic potentials of atom A, B, and C,
_t
4
%-
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respectively.
at atomic sites on the C sublattice and a potential
- x vA + (1 - x) vB
at an atomic site on the AB sublattice.
In the "virtual crystal" the electrons will not be
scattered by the average potentials V C and _. However, in
the actual crystal the electrons will be scattered by devia-
tions of the actual potential from the average potential.
The "virtual crystal" will have a potential Vc
(A3.1)
Thus electrons
crystal. For an A atom site the deviation of the potential
from the average will be
will be scattered by both A and B atoms in the
where
potential from the average will be
VA - V = (1 - x)(V A - VB) = (1 - x) VABO (A3.2)
(V A - VB) = VAB. For a B atom site the deviation of the
vB - V- - x(vA - vB) - - x VABO
The probability that an electron will be scattered from
(A3.3)
an initial state i to a final state f is from Ziman 7
p_ 2_ffi Df(E i)
• H' is the scattering potential, < i I H'In Eq (A3.4),
the matrix element of the scattering potential between
(A3.4)
f>is
initial
I
and final states, and Df(Ei) is the density of final states
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with energyequal to the initial state energy. The scattering
process is assumed elastic.
First consider the term < i I H' f > [2. For anA
site the scattering will be proportional to
If _k <VA _>_k' d=l2 . 2- - (I- _>2If _kVAB_k, d= I
2= (I - x)2[<VAB > . (A3.5)
B
In Eq. (A3.5) _ and Sk' are the wave functions of the initial
and final states respectively. Also < VAB > is the matrix
element of the potential VAB between the initial and final
states. For a B site the scattering will be proportional to
* 2
i f ._k (VB _),k, dr [2 2- = x l < VAB > I " (A3.6)
Q
_m
br-,
Each A site will contribute a term proportional to Eq.
(A3.5). The concentration of A sites is given by Nx, where
N is the number of sites on the AB sublattice in the crystal.
Thus the total contribution from the A atoms will be proportional
to Nx times Eq. (A3.5) or
Nx <i- x) 2 [ < VAB > [2. <A3o7)
Similarly the total contribution from the B atoms will be
I< >
proportional to
(A3.8)
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Thus the total scattering will be proportional to the sum of
the A and B contributions or the sum of Eqs. (A3.7) and (A3.8)
given by
2(1-x) + x(1-x)_ N I < VAB > 12 = x(1-x) N I < VAB > 1 2 (A3 9)
Returning to Eq. (A3.4), Df(Ei) the density of final
states at the electron energy E i will be N(E i) the density of
states of the energy band under consideration• Then the rate
of occurence or total probability of collision will be
v(E) ffi 2_x(1- x)N I < VAB > 12 N(E). (A3.10)
g
The relaxation time will be the reciprocal of the collision
rate or
1
vk _-] 2 (1-x} s i< VAB> 12 N(E}
(A3. II)
The perturbing potential VAB will not be very large due to the
A and B atoms having the same valency. The matrix element
< VAB > between initial and final states may be taken as
independent of energy for the ranges of energy which are en-
countered in a band extremum. Then the energy dependence of
results totally from the term 1/N(E) which varies as E "I/2 for
a parabolic band• Thus the analysis shows that for disorder
scattering in alloys T, the relaxation time, varies as E "I/2.
This discussion has presented the only available model for
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alloy scattering. Its prime justification for use is that
there is no other available or proposed treatment of the problem.
f
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